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I. SUMMARY
The objective of this research was to provide fundamental information
on radiant heat transfer to particle clouds. The analysis performed was
intended to be useful in the evaluation of various nuclear rocket engine
designs and in industrial high temperature applications. The information
gained should also contribute to basic knowledge in th,3 field of heat
transfer and particle technology.
This investigation has involved a wide variety of problems, including
particle cloud generation, optical properties of particle clouds, and
particle gasification in addition to radiant heat transfer to particle
clouds. Four types of particle cloud generators were designed and tested.
Their merits and shortcomings are discussed. Extinction coefficients and
the transmissivity of particle clouds were measured. Discussions are
included on the dependence of the wavelength of the radiation and the con-
centration of the particle cloud. Experialental measurements of particle
gasification were not obtained due to the lack of a sufficiently intense
radiant source.
Rates of radiant heat transfer to clouds composed of well-dispersed
non-luminous, solid particles of known concentrations were measured. In
agreement with theoretical predictions, clouds of the smaller particles
absorbed more radiant energy than those having the same mass concentration
of larger particles. The absorption coefficient was found to be directly
related to the cross-sectional area of the particles per unit volume of
cloud. Equations are given describing the rate of radiant heat transfer
to particle clouds in terms of the mean beam length, particle 'concentration,
density, and size. Reflective particles were also investigated; the
1
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results here were in accord with theoretical approximations. View factors
have been evaluated for a number of conditions when a cylindrical wall is the
emitter. Bath black and non-black wal , 3 were studied. Equations have also
been derived to calculate view factors among zones of any size. Discussions
are also included relative to non-isothermal and variable absorption
coefficient systems.
A cylindrical tungsten furnace was built and the rate of radiant heat
transfer to clouds was measured. The data of carbon black clouds were in
good agreement with theoretical values calculated from view factors. The
data of alumina particle clouds were lower than carbon black due to low
emissivity, Tungsten particles were found to deposit on the heating
element after each test with a tungsten cloud. This phenomenon was not
noticed when carbon black and alumina clouds were used.
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II. INTRODUCTION
The p:-inciples describing the transfer of heat by radiation were
formulated in the latter part of the previous century, and their knplication
to practical problems has been the subject of many investigations since
that time. The majority of these, however, have related to furnace
technology because here sufficiently high temperatures were :%irst attained
for thermal radiation processes to have commercis:l significance and to
merit the scrutiny of engineers. The problems were primarily associated
with the transfer of radiation between solid surface or between solid
surfaces and absorbing gases such as carbon dioxide and water vapor. These
analyses are of limited applicability to this investigation because of the
numerous empirical assumptions about combustion rates, furnace shapes, fuel
characteristics, stoichiometric relationships, etc., that were required.
Radiation heat transfer is currently undergoing a renewal of interest,
the advent of plasma generatcns, re-entry missiles, and novel concepts in
nuclear technology having focused attention on these new radiation problems.
Solutions are now needed to basic as well as practical problems where
temperatures are much above those in conventional eaipment and where
radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer.
Detailed information on the absorption of radiation by particle clouds
has applications in other ar ,
-vs as well. X-ray and nuclear radiations,
for instance, are known to produce chemical reactions in dispersed systems;
s
just how is of much interest currently to the process industries, for
example. Particles car. be
 subjected to thermal energy in plasma generating
devices to produce spherical particles, crystal transformations, and size
^_ F
reductions. For protection in a time of national emergency, particle clouds
:night be produced to absorb radiation, both nuclear and thermal, that could
otherwise prove 'Lethal.
Radiant heat transfer is the most important mechanism of transfer at
the temperatures involved in gaseous, nuclear, rocket concepts. It is
dependent-on the opacity characteristics of the propellant gas which may
be hydrogen containing small, absorbing particles. Hydrogen gas is
practically transparent below 50009K (1'2) even under high pressures, thus
the radiant heat transfer in this region would depend mainly on the particles.
Carbon was initially considered to be the most suitable seeding material.
It has good absorptivity, high boiling point, and low density. Also it is
available in large quantities having very small particle sizes. Recently,
however, irregularities have been observed in the absorption of carbon
particles in hydrogen gas during flash experiments. (3) These may arise as
a result of a chemical reaction at the surface of the particles at high
temperature. More information is needed to determine if carbon particles
and hydrogen gas are indeed a suitable combination for gas-core, nuclear
reactors. In the meantime, the use of several other materials, such as
tungsten, rhenium, and tantalum, has been suggested. These materials are
reported (4 M to exhibit no significant difference in opacity at a wave-
length of 0.579 micron, and all of them have a high boiling point. Also
they do not react with hydrogen gas at high temperatures. However, the
theoretical maximum extinction parameter for carbon at a wavelength of 0.4
micron is approximately three times that of tungsten per unit mass of
powder.
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Theoretical studies of radiant heat transfer to absorbing gases and
particle clouds have been performed by many investigators^ 6 ' 7 ' 8 ' 9)
 In
general, the emitting surface and the absorbing gas have been treated
mathematically as if divided into zones. For cylindrical systems, the
enclosed gas was divided into right cylinders and coaxial cylindrical rings
by Erkku. (7)
 The wall and gas were divided into zones of length equal to
the diameter and called unit zones by Hoffman and Gauvin. (8) Many
approaches have been used since then to attack the radiant heat transfer
problems for various systems. (10,1111243,14)
In this study, a new approach was used. The solutions were first
obtained by integration for a conduit of various length and the curves of
various absorption strength were constructed. Then simple mathematical
maneuvers were suggested to attack difficult problems. The applications
were thus widened. Properties of emitting surfaces and suspended particles
were also discussed. Solutions have been obtained for cylindrical systems;
however, the methods suggested are good for all conduits provided the cross-
sectional areas are uniform.
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III. GENERATION OF PARTICLE CLOUDS
Many types of particle cloud generators have been employed in studies
of particle cloud properties, each type being good only for limited
conditions. Some types produce uniform clouds but are poor in the degree
of dispersion they produce. Some types work well only when particles are
relatively large. Therefore, choosing a suitable generator is one of the
prime factors in the success of any particle cloud study. Four types of
generators have been used in this investigation for various purposes; they
are described separately in the following sections. The effect of pressure
on the initial dispersion is also discussed.
A. Retaining partition type
The distinctive components of this type of generator are a retaining
partition within a rotating powder container. (15)
 The unit is shown in
detail in Figure 1. As shown in section A-A, powder is retained behind a
g	 partition in a slowly rotating container. A thin layer of powder is thus}
produced along the bottom of the container. This layer is carried by the
revolving container under nozzle pickups where the powder is entrained in
air passing upward. Particle deagglomeration results from the shear forces
generated by the flow through small passages.
Numerous exploratory experiments were required in order to achieve a
suitable deagglomerating nozzle to handle a comparatively large flow rate
and still produce a uniformly dispersed cloud with steady flow character-
istics. Originally, a venturi reducing the channel diameter to about 0.03
inch was employed at the point where the powder-air mixture issued from
6
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Figure 1. Retaining Partition Type of Particle Cloud Generator.
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the generator assembly. At that time the powder was made airborne by
entrainment with-air passing through a perforated plate that covered the
inlet to the aerosol conduit. In practically every instance, heavy
agglomerates would form a fluidized bed in the pipe leading to the venturi.
The venturi was then placed inside the aerosol generator to avoid the
fluidizing effects, but now the powe,er entrainment was unsteady. The most
satisfactory arrangement employed multiple, small-diameter passages inside
the generator which served both as pickup tubes and as deagglomeration
nozzles.
The final unit was found to be very good for large flow rate operations.
Particle clouds generated by this unit are fairly uniform provided a smooth
layer of powder is produced by the retaining partition. Dispersion is
generally quite good for particles with mean diameters down to 5 microns
but is only fair for particles smaller than that. Adding particles con-
tinuously to the powder container assured long-time operation without
shutdown. The unit could, it is thought, be modified for high pressure
conditions to improve the dispersion efficiency.
B. Vibration type
The principle of a vibrating cloud generator involves transporting
particles from a powder container to a gas-solid mixing chamber by means
of vibration and then expanding this mixture through a dispersion nozzle.
The feed rate of the powder is controlled by the intensity of the vibration
and the size and number of openings between the powder container and the
mixing chamber. The gas flow rate is controlled by the differential pressure
8
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and the size of the dispersion nozzle. Thus the concentration and quantity
of the particle cloud can be controlled.
The arrangement of the vibration type cloud generator is shown in
q
Figure 2 and the detailed design in Figure 3. As may be seen from the
figures, a powder supply, contained within a high pressure cylindrical
enclosure, rests on an orifice plate having six small, sharp-edged orifices.
The powder is caused to feed through small openings into a mixing chamber
by the vibratory action of a vibrator (Model F-010, Syntron Company, Homer
City, Pennsylvania) on which the generator is mounted. Carrier gas, in 	
x
this case high pressure nitrogen, swirls through the mixing chamber and
entrains the particle clusters. From there the newly formed suspension
flows through a short, small tube and emerges from one of the sharp-edged
orifices. The rapid expansion and associated high shearing action effectively
transforms the agglomerated suspension into a good dispersion of particles.
Tests have also been made by using a 3-inch long and 116-inch T.D. tube
as the dispersion nozzle. Powder was first found to accumulate at the
entrance end of the nozzle where it either plugged the flow or produced
intermittent surges. This behavior was eliminated by smoothing all edges
in the system against whi-h powders might accumulate and always being sure
that carrier gas was flowing through the system before turning on the
vibrator.
This type of generator is easy to construct and to operate when
particle diameters are above 5 microns. High pressure can be used to
achieve excellent dispersion. However, problems develop when very fine
particles are used. Such powders may plug the holes in the orifice plate
9
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Figure 2. Syntron Vibra-Drive Unit and Particle Cloud Generator Assembly.
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Figure 3. Vibrating Type Particle Cloud Generator.
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when the holes are small. Big holes allow too much powder to fall into the
0
mixing chamber which plugs the dispersion nozzle. Experiences gained through
experiments show that a right combination of all factors is very important.
These factors include partIcle properties, number of holes leading into the
mixing chamber, shape of the mixing chamber, carrier gas pressure, and type
and size of the dispersion nozzle. This type of generator can be made to
operate under very high pressures to achieve good dispersion. No Internal
moving parts are involved in this design.
A modified model was made for the production of clouds from very fine
powders. A fluidized bed was employed in this design. A schematic diagram
is given in Figure 4. Ceramic or steel balls were employed to distribute
the carrier gas evenly as well as to prevent powder caking at the bottom
or on the chamber wall.. The balls move vigorously inside the chamber when
the flow rate is high. The major problem here is that very fine powders do
not feed into the fluidizing chamber evenly. This difficulty was overcome
by installing a large valve and tube between the two chambers and adjusting
both the valve opening ar,d the intensity of the vibration simultaneously.
One end of the dispersing nozzle was extended inside the fluidizing chamber
to avoid accumulation of particles at the inlet opening. The number,
	 J
material, and size of the balls in the fluidizing chamber is dictated by
the particle characteristics and the gas flow rate. The balls can be
illiminated when the particles neither agglomerate nor adhere to the wall.
C.	 Aspirator type
	 k`
A particle cloud generator built on the principle of an aspirator is
shown schematically in Figure 5. A venturi is located on top of the
qp#
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Figure 4. Particle Cloud Generators of Vibration and Fluidization Type.
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generator. The chamber pressure is regulated by connecting it to the carrier
gas inlet through a valve. The increase in kinetic energy in the venturi is
a.ccomplishcd by a corresponding decrease in static pressure. Thus the dense
gas-particle mixture in the chamber is sucked into the venturi. Particles
are deagglomerat^! by the shear forces created in the venturi and are thus
dispersed into a particle cloud. A deagg'.;,;aerator blade is located at the
bottom of the chamber near the inlet of the particle outlet tube as shown in
the figure. The deagglomerator blade keeps the powder loose and uniform for
easy pack-up through the tube. The shaft of this blade is sealed against
pressure loss by filled teflon rings.
The concentration of the particle cloud is controlled by the valves on
the inlet lines to the venturi and to the chamber. A higher gas velocity in
the venturi creates greater suction and shear force. A higher flow rate to 	 }
the chamber expells more particles from the chamber and produces higher
particle concentration in the resulting cloud. With a proper sized venturi,
well-dispersed, particle clouds of the desired concentration and "t the
desired rate can be produced by adjusting the valves. An additional dis-
persion nozzle can be employed to improve particle deagglomeration if needed.
A powder must be dry before use to prevent caking and the creation of gas
"bubbles" inside the powder. The motor driving the deagglomerator blade
should always be turned on first, then the valve letting carrier gas through
the venturi should be opened. After this, the valve on the line connected
directly to the chamber is adjusted until the desired cloud concentration
is obtained. This generator can also be modified for long time operation
by adding a storage tank and feeding particles into the generator chamber
continuously at the same rate as the particle output.
15
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U.	 Stirrer type
I:: 1-, sometimes difficult to transport carbon black particles, for
example, from one tank to another at a small but constant rate, especially
when the system is operated under high pressure conditions. When long-time
operation is the problem, a large capacity generator is desirable. A
relatively large generator was built having heavy walls for high-pressure
operation. This unit could produce a uniform cloud for a much longer time
than either of those described in Sections B and C and it could be operated
at a much higher pressure than the one described in Section ^. giving also
better dispersion.
The design of this generator is shown in Figure 6. Powder is "mobilized"
by a mechanical stirrer. The size, shape, and location of the blades depend
on the powder property and the rotating speed. Two thin scraper bars were
installed between the top and bottom blades to scrape deposited particles
from the wall. Three valves were employed; they are designated valves Nos.
1, 2, and 3 on the ffgur ,;: and the following di scusSi on. Valve No. 1 allowed
Las to bynazs the particle chamber in order to control the dilution ratio
of the cloud and also to produce shear force for the deagglomeration of the
particles. Valve No. 2 let carrier gas into the chamber to pick u
	 as-P g	 J
suspended particles. Valve No. 3 permitted some of the gas to flow through
the powder mass in the lower portion of the chamber and to push out a
denser cloud than was possible with valve No. 2 alone. All three valve
settings could be changed independently or simultaneously. If valve No. 3
was to be used during the cperation, it should be opened before valves Nos.
1 and 2 to avoid particles being pushed into the tube wh,-:re they might cause
plugging. Placing valve No. 3 near the chamber also minimizes this problem.
44ft—
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Figure 6. Particle Cloud Generator of Stirrer Type.
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E. Effect of pressure on the initial dispersion
Cohesion among particles is the :inevitable result of van der Waal^ forces
and the cohesiveness of water and other vapors that may be adsorbed on the
particles. (16,17,18,1% 20,21) These forces must be overcome if a powder mass
is to be dispersed. Application of shear is the usual means and it is
developed by passing the gas-solid mixture through a dispersion nozzle. As
shown above the nozzle is often nothing more than a round tube or an
orifice.
The shear forces acting on particle agglomerates are proportional to
the dispersion pressure if other factors such as the particle mass, nozzle
design, etc., are fixed. Some investigators have reported 121) that the degree
of dispersion increased regularly with increasing pressures. This was
investigated in the following mann(--r.
The test system shown in Figure 7 consisted of a pressure tank containing
a fixed quantity of gas at a prescribed pressure, a solenoid valve for
initiating flow of gas to the dispersing device, and the dispersing device
itself. This particular dispersing device was a stainless steel holding
chamber of a simple U-bend geometry with an exit tube of small diameter as
the dispersing nozzle. The powder was dispersed into a large chamber and
the transmittance of the particle cloud was measured. Linde-A alumina
(Linde Division, Carbide and Carbon Chemical Corp.) was employed giving
the results shown in Figure 8. The dispersion parameter I is defined by
P	 I-	 L
C L 1n I
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u-here p is the particle density, C mo the initial particle mass concentration,
L the beam length, and I 
L/Io the transmittance.
The dispersion parameter is a direct measure of the degree of dispersion
of a particle cloud. (22) The results show that the degree of dispersion is
affected very strongly by the dispersing pressure. A coating of antistatic
a-%nt o-a the walls of the exit tube of the dispersing device generallye_
decreased the amount of charge developed on dispersion. Consequently, the
of dispersion was improved. Quantitative measurements are still
neF­ded of the influence of antistatic agents on dispersion. Both the
effectiveness of agents on initial dispersion and on stability
-after dis-
persion are important. It has also been reported (21) that dispersing through
an are discharge improves powder dispersibility as well as cloud stability.
The presence of a more nearly unipolar charge distribution appears to account
for this effect. Exposure to ionizing radiation has been found to result in
no noticeable increase in the initial degree of dispersion but measurably
to increase cloud stability.
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IV'. 0) TICAL PROPERTIES OP PARTICLE CLOT
A.	 Extin;7!tion -oefficients of particle clouds
Radiation passing through a particle cloud has its :intensity reducr..d .
The redu tion on passage throi)gh a differential path length dx may b
expressed as
dl	 -k I dx	 (2)
whcrE k is the extinction cocfficient and I the intensity of the radiant beam.
If k is constant in the direction of radiation, Equation 2 gives
I^ 1  e-k,2	 O
where 1  and IA are the initial and final intensities before: and after
passing through the cloud for a distance of A.
This relationship was known as the Bougl ier-Lambert Law for monochromatic
radiation. For a radiant beam of multiple wavelengths, the felationship may
be expressed by
-•k k
J IX  e 	 dX	 (4)0
where Iko and k  are the initial intensity of the radiant beam and the
extinction coefficient at wavelength ^, respectively. If k^ is independent
of wavelength, which is nearly the case for particle clouds in many
applications, (24) Equation 4 becomes
co
I^ = e-kA j
0 
IXO dX = IO e -k2
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7.;hi ci 1 the came a r)* Equation 3 The extinction coefficient k ray be con-
,1&-rc-d a"- rjuot a Proportionality constant in Equation 2 for a cQrtain
rad-li-ant energy beam which may or may not be monochromatic, Roarrancinc
Equation 5 Cives
1 Ilek lnle 1 0
w!" -T ^ .1, le /1 0 is the tranomissivity of transmiLtance of the particle c"Loud with
a tki ,?kness Z.
Thy extinction of electromagnetic radiation by small particles in gases
I - of pr mart' interest in the process of radiant heat transfer to particle
clouds. Extinction is generally considered to include absorption and
s , ,atteril ng, both by particles and the gas if the latter is not transparent.
A portion of the radiant energy is removed by the particle cloud and con-
verted into heat; it is called absorption. The combination of reflection,
refraction, and diffraction is called scattering. Sometimes the diffracted
li^- t deviates only slightly from the original path (25) and a portion of it,,h
still may be received by the light -measuring device unless the device is
p2.a_,ed at a great distance. (26) If the radii of the particles are larger
than the wavelength of the radiation, (27) the diffracted radiation can be
treated as transmitted radiation in radiant heat transfer problems.
Ca-,Aion must be exercised, however, if the extinction measurement is used
-17'or size distributionribution measurement.
Sir.,-.e a large portion of the scattered radiation travels in the forward
direction and part of it can reach the light-measuring device, the radiation
23
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i t 	,-received and detccted by the dcv1vQ inz(Audc-, rict cnly the (- r C) O t^,', y t 1, ,9- 1 -0-
mitted. radiation but also rart of the forward	 rad-lation.
in this study, radiant heat tran0fer iS of the. ma,lor 	 all the
radiation passing through the part-! c 1 icloud i.s, -,-onGi& ,rc^d as tran.-ml.tv.)d
radiation. The portion loot durinC, thc, proe rl^ss is c2on.-Ul dcrc-i tc- bt-,
-rb(, ,d by thr- ol()^-;d and th r -rx^rt 1cni ,xtin^-, ttA; it in ,,21udes the portion abr,(. 	 LY	 I
Is^-,attered by the cloud and not d(,,t.(,,ctc-,d by the 	 a,,^ iA ri, nt7, dr:	 c.
Figure 9 is a diaCramat-)ctationL 1.	 _,
arrangement and tho dinicms1f;n.-;1 of the t(. ,st ;a; -p,^4ratljx. Omootht,;d data forP-
T 
A/IO were used in Equation r) to ,alculate the extinction cloeffici'!^Int.
Carbon black particle -, .1oiAd.s apparently Qxtincted more, radiation than I-,-Inde-B
cl - o,ads of the same volumr.a concentration. Particles of both materials were
examined with the electron microscope. Both materials were still agglomerated
to some degree even though various methods of disptjrsion were triQd. Sizes
of single particles were estimated from examinations of the better dis-
persions. Carbon black particles were -J'udged to be more or less monosizcd
and to have a mean diameter about 0.03 micron. Linde-B particles had a wide
size distribution with most of them being below 0.1 micron in diameter but
a few big particles were noticed in the samples examined. The reflectivity
of alumina is higher than that of carbon black. Particle size and reflectivity
may explain why carbon black clouds have higher extinction coefficients than
Linde-B clouds of the same volume concentration. Figure 10 presents measured
results; from it the concentration of particles needed to achieve a desired
extinction value may be estimated. It is important to note that the dis-
persion efficiency of the cloud generating system, the time between
I
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Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of the Arrangement for Extinction Coefficient
Measurement.
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)et-ieratl-on, of the Qloudz and the extinction measurement, and the turbulcnec^
ecn,ditiun arc, all 'Important factors to the extinction property. The initial,
nonditionl-, and the oagulation rate must be considered when the required
quantity of powder is to be calculated for many applications. A compariscai
can be mad _) amonG various clouds only when all the conditions are , idontical.
B,	 Tran ,m!..-,siv1tWq, of particle clouds
Effc,, _, tiv(; dispersion of particles in a gaseous modia is a problem of
fundamental importance to the measurement of particle cloud transmissivity.
It is mr!anlnoless to report transmi ssivi ties for any kind of powdor unlcoo
the degree of dispersion is described. A well-dispersed particles cloud
has a much lower transmissivity than one having extensive agglomerates. The
purpose of the me asurements given in this section is to furnish information
for estimating the amount of carbon black needed to constitute a particle
cloud having a desired transmissivity and also to check the dependence upon
the wavelength of the radiation.
Agglomerates in particle clouds arise from the incomplete separation
of powders initially into discrete particles and from particle coagulation
after dis .persion. The degree of dispersion depends on the nature of the
powdered material and the effectiveness of the particle-cloud generating
mechanism. Particles have mutual attraction mainly because of van der Waals
and electrostatic forces; interfacial adhesion is also caused by surface
fil-m and adsorbed components. Obvious means for improving dispersion are
to treat powdered materials so as to remove surface contaminants and to
include additives for minimizing electrostatic effects. Another, of course,
is to devise methods that produce a severe shearing action across small
agglomerates, thus effecting better separation of them.
While there are many different types of particle cicud generators, some
of which are described previously, much improvement in the resulting sus-
pensions is still desirable, particularly for submicron raiticles. In this
study it was essential that agglomeration be reduced to a minimum and that
particle clouds be of invariant concentration. The experimental device
utilized was of the vibration type in which a gas-particle mixture is caused
to expand suddenly through a small, sharp-edged orifice. (28) Rapid gas
expansion at the orifice creates intense shear across agglomerates, breaking
them apart. Details of this device have been described in Section III.
Clouds of carbonparticles (Spheron 6, Cabot Corporation, Boston,
Massachusetts) were produced and their degree of dispersion was deduced from
micrographs. The particles were collected with a Goetz, model E, spectrometer
(Zimney Corporation, Monrcvia, California) and a Numinco, model MIC-501,
thernal precipitator (Numinco, Monroeville, Pennsylvania). While these
sampling instruments appeared to be adequate for the present studies, it is
to be noted that the indicated degree of dispersion is highly dependent on
the collection procedure, the location of sampling equipment, and the method
of examination. Caution must be exercised in deducing particle and agglom2rate
sizes from such suspension deposits. For this electron micrographs are
required.
The Goetz aerosol spectrometer is a device that affords essentially
quantitative collection and size classification of air-borne particles. Its
principle of operation is based on the application of intensive centrifugal
28
forces to a continuous, laminar-flowing stream of the cloud or aerosol. The
device is constructed with two identical helical channels on a conical rotor
such that, when the rotor is turning at a high rate of speed, particles
passing through the channels are deposited according to size alot:3 the
outer surface of the helical channels. The covering surface is formed by
paper, plastic, or a thin metal sheet wrapped around the rotor which may be
removed for examinaL'Oion of the collected particles. While the instrument is
capable of fractionating small, particles, the submicron carbon particles
employed here were not separated according to size. At a rotor speeed of
12,000 rpm, however, a suitably dilute deposit for microscopic study was
obtained. The collection efficiency was not high as determined by passing
the exhaust gas through a millipore filter (Type GS, Millipore Filter
Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts). The low collection efficiency was a
further indication that the dispersion was very good. Many particles,
including agglomerates, were less than 0.2 micron in diameter. A micrograph
of the particles collected by the spectrometer is given in Figure 11; the
larger agglomerates are well represented.
Particles not collected by the Goetz aerosol spectrometer were collected
by thermal precipitation and the deposits were photographed. Figure 12 is
one of the micrographs of such a deposit. As shown, the agglomerates still
consist of quite a few particles but the total size of the agglomerates is
quite small.
The concentration of the cloud produced was fairly constant after
adjustment of the hole sizes in the orifice plate and the size of the dis-
persi-:i nozzle. It remained difficilt to maintain a desired concentration
29	
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Figure 11. Carbon Black Particles Collected by Goetz Aerosol Spectrometer
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for an extended period to allow a large sample to be collected. Usually,
sampling several hundred liters of cloud was required to give about one
gram of carbon black deposit. A large surge tank was constructed to solve
this problem. It not only smoothed the small pulsations in powder discharge
from the feeder r,,_ it also aiu"^A in measuring the particle concentration.
The particle cloud was directed from the generator to the surge tank and was
then stirred by a built-in fan before being sent to the spectrophotometer
for transmissivity measurements. Once a reliable transmissivity measurement
was obtained, particle feeding was discontinued and the contents of the
chamber were filtered through an extraction filter. The powder collected was
weighed and the result was divided by the chamber volume (246 liters) to give
the weight-to-volume concentration. The results, except for very dense con-
centrations, were reproducible to within *10 per cent. The transmissivity
measurements were made with a spectrophotometer (Model B. Beckman Instruments,
South Pasadena, California). A long channel was provided between the surge
	
F
tank and the spectrophotometer to maintain steady flow conditions in the
9
region where the transmissivity measurements were made.-he distance which
the radiant beam passed through the particle cloud was seven centimeters.
Results are given in Figure 13.
U
x	 ^
z
The results show that the transmissivities of carbon black particle
z
clouds are independent of the wavelength of the radiation within the range
measured. Unfortunately, the range of the spectrophotometer was quite
narrow. If all the light scattering by the carbon black particles is
assumed to be in the forward direction, the results in Figure 13 represent
a cloud consisting of particles having a mean volume-surface diameter of 0.6
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micron. This value is appreciably larger than the particle size indicated
by Figures 11 and 12. This is likely due to the carbon black particles
reagglomerating inside the surge tank before the transmissivity was
measured. Samples coming from the exhaust duct of the spectrophotometer
were examined with the electron microscope. These examinations confirmed
that the apparent diameter of the particles and particle agglomerates was
of the higher order of magnitude given.
At high concentration conditions the results were not as consistent
due to the large number of agglomerates created in the particle cloud.
The method described was found to be sufficient to detect the dependence
k
of particle cloud transmissivity on the wavelength of the radiation and to
G
j	 yield reasonably good values for the quantity of carbon black requirea to
R	 produce a given transmissivity at the existing dispersion condition.
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V. PARTICLE SIZE AND THE RATE OF RADIANT HEAT
TRANSFER TO PARTICLE CLOUDS
The transfer of radiant energy to systems consisting of nonluminous
particl, well-characterized as to particle size and concentration suspended
in a gas is described here. The study required the development of an
experimental furnace in which a particle cloud could be exposed to intense
radiation without having conduction and con ,,;--ction as major heat transfer
mechanisms. The furnace also had to be one in which the energy absorbed by
the cloud could be determined by enthalpy balances before and after exposure. (26)
A. Apparatus and procedure
Clouds were exposed to thermal radiation while passing through a quartz
tube that transmitted to its interior a sizable portion of the radiation
falling on it externally. The quartz tube was protected from extraneous
heat transfer effects other than radiation by enclosing it first within an
evacuated space and then by an outer, annular region that was ai-^,-cooled.
The surrounding, protective tubes were also quartz. The particle cloud was
generated at a constant rate and pre-conditioned to a constant, known
temperature. Then, after passing through the radiation, the cloud was
cooled calorimetrically to determine the heat absorbed. A filter mechanism
removed the suspended particles from the suspending gas--air--and returned
them to the cloud generator for re-use. The system was thus designed for
continuous operation. Figure 14 is a diagramatic representation of the
system sh(,wing the arrangement of the principal components.
The generator produced uniform and well-dispersed particle clouds. In
it a thin layer of powder was created in the bottom of a pan-like container
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due to the latter's rotating continuously beneath a retaining partition.
This layer was then carried under a pickup nozzle wher,- the powder was
entrained in air passing upward. Particle deagglomeration resulted from
the shear force generated by the subsequent flow through small passageways.
Details of this device have been described in Section III. The newly formed
cloud next passed through an air-cooled, constant-temperature chamber to
allow the streams from the nozzles to mix thoroughly and to bring the cloud
to a known temperature.
The heating elements of the furnace were prepared from Kanthal wire,
(Kanthal Company, Stanford, Connecticut) and supported to grooves spiraling
inside the inner walls of a refractory brick enclosure. Two heating
elements were employed, one for the upper and the other for the lower half
of the furnace. Each was composed of 30 feet of 0.333-ohm per foot wire
wound into a 0.375-inch diameter coil. The coil helices were spaced closer
to one another at the ends of the furnace to compensate for heat losses
there and to give a more nearly uniform temperature over the heated area.
Further, the temperatures of the two coils were controlled independently.
This arrangement reduced the temperature differences arising from convective
currents within the furnace. The maximum operating temperature was 23000F;
the actual operating temperature was held constant at 22800F.
The quartz tube through which the cloud passed had an inside diameter of
0.5 inch and a wall thickness of 0.04 inch. It was directly irradiated for
a length of 12.5 inches. The two other surrounding tubes had 1.0-inch any
2.1-inch inside diameters. The middle tube was sealed to the inner conduit,
and the annular enclosure thus formed was evacuated to a pressure of less
f
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7than 0.01 mm of mercury to reduce heat transfer by conduction and convection.
Air was circulated in the outer annulus to protect the outer quartz tubes
from the high furnace temperature. By this arrangement relatively little
heat was transferred other than by radiation to the cloud. Some energy was
transferred, of course, where the vacuum jacket joined the conduit, and
some energy was absorbed by the quartz tube itself. The magnitude of these
heat inputs was established by experiments with particle-free air.
Measurements of the inlet and exit temperature of the coaling media
and the cloud exit temperature were made with copper-constantan thernocouples.
These temperatures together with the mass flow rates of the streams permitted
making a heat balance for each and, from these, evaluating the energy gained
by the cloud while in the furnace. The inlet temperature of the cloud
itself was also measured by a thermocouple installed 6.5 inches from the
entrance to the heat exchange section, By assuming a linear 'temperature
gradient for the cloud along the heat exchanger, the particle cloud tem-
perature could be calculated just at the entrance. A supplementary heat
balance on the particle cloud system exclusive'y was then possible. A
radiation shield at the entrance to the exchanger reduced downstream radiation.
The cloud was monitored for consistency of concentration by light
transmission measurements. Absolute measurement of particle concentration
3 r'4
was made by direct sampling. The procedure was to close off the normal
path around the heat transfer circuit and to open simultaneously a sample
tube leading to a filter. The concentration was checked frequently and was
i
rarely found to vary more than f5 per cent during a test.
Finally the cloud entered the sleeve VLlter where the particles were
z
separated from the air. The filter medium was 4 inches in diameter and had
22 inches of useful length. The filter was traversed continuously outside by
a ring of air gets that dislodged the filtered material and thus made
possible continuous operation.
B. Particl e: materials
Ferrous sulfide was chosen as a first material because it was black and
easy to disperse. A technical grade from the Baker Chemical Company,
Phillipsburg, lfew Jersey, was used. Preparation consisted of first
reducing it to minus 144 U.S. Standard Sieve size with a mortar and pestle.
The product was then ball-milled for one-hour intervals and screened until
it passed an 88-micron sieve. Thereafter, sieving was continued to yield
88 to 53, 53 to 44, and less than 44 micron diameter fractions. Sieves of
the Buckbee Mears Co., St. Paul, Minn., were then employed to separate the
less than 44 micrcn material into 44 to 30, 30 to 20, and less than 20 micron
diameter fractions.
Reagent-grade cupric oxide obtained from the Baker Chemical Company was
also employed. Particle size fractions were prepared by the same procedure
as was the ferrous sulfide.
C. Radiant heat flux determination
The radiant- energy penetrating into the quartz enclosure and available
for heating the particle cloud was needed to determine the absorption
efficiency of the cloud. The inner quartz conduit was coated with a highly
absorbing material, lamp black mixed into a small amount of epoxy resin
(Resinweld Plastic Alloy, H. B. Fullter Co., St. Paul, Minn.). Then
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experiments were conducted in which water was forced upward through the
conduit to remove the heat absorbed thereon. The contribution from radiation
f.:: to be separated from the total result, however, because the conduit
received heat by conduction and convection as well as radiation. This was
accomplished by performing additional experiments with the inner wall of
the conduit being made as reflective as possible.
A gold coating baked onto the inner conduit wall was 3mployed for
this purpose. A fluid suspension of gold particles supplied by B. F.
Drakenfeld and Co., Inc., Washington, Pa., was employed. Baking a deposit
of this suspension to a temperature (1060 0F) near the melting point of gold
volatilized the suspending fluids and formed a smooth, reflective, metallic
surface. The difference, then, between the results, when adjusted for the
actual absorptivities of the two coatings, was the heat transferred by
radiation to the particle cloud conduit.
The heat flux determinations were made with water as the coolant rather
than air to permit better c ,Ontrol of the temperature of the system. For a
pair of experiments, one with each type of coating, the flow rates had to be
identical since both convective and conductive heat transfer were functions
of the coolant flow rate. The absorptivity of the blackened surface was
	 J
taken as 0.95 and the absorptivity of the gold surface to be 0.03.
Heat fluxes t-, ,ere determined for a series of furnace temperatures. The
results conformed very closely to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, i.e., the
radiant energy was proportional to the fourth power of the absolute tem-
perature. This was taken to indicate the general reliabil_ty of the
procedure. The radiant heat flux at the operating temperature of 22800E
was 17,600 Btu/hr-ft 2.
1
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D. Determination of heat transfer rates
A thermocouple at the upper end of the heat exchanger sensed the tem-
perature of the cloud there, and a different thermocouple indicated the
temperature rise of the cooling air as it passed through the heat exchanger.
These temperatures and flow rates permit establishing an energy balance.
The balance involved the sum of the heat exchanged by the air, the particles,
and the heat exchanger coolant. The reference temperature was taken to be
the temperature of the particle cloud at the entrance to the furnace. This
temperature was quite constant,; its variation was not more than a few tenths
of a degree during a test.
The total enthalpy gain per unit time by air without the presence of
particles may be expressed as
OHta = OHa + ®H co
	
^7)
where ®H CO is the enthalpy gain per unit time by the coolant in the heat
exchanger without particles in the system and 4H  the enthalpy not absorbed
by the coolant and carried away by the air in the conduit per unit time after
passing through the heat-exchange section.
The total enth.x:.,lpy gain per unit time by a particle cloud. can be
expressed by
OHtp = AHp + AHcp
where AHcp
 is the enthalpy gain per unit time by the coolant in the heat
exchanger with particles in the system and p p the enthalpy not absorbed by
__
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the coolant and carried away by the particle cloud in the conduit per unit
time after passing through the heat exchanging section.
Air does not absorb radiation under the experimental conditions.
Therefore, AHta can be considered to be the enthalpy gain per unit time for
all cases except those in which radiation was absorbed by particles. When
operating conditions were maintained the same, the enthalpy gain per unit
time attributable to radiation absorbed by particles can therefore be
obtained from
AHr = OHtp - Arita	 (9)
The temperature of air or of a particle cloud at the exit of the
furnace was determined by thermocouples installed in the system. This tem-
perature was employed to check the enthalpy gain evaluated by the method
stated above and also to examine whether or not the system was operating
steadily.
E. Calculation of particle cross-sectional araa
The particle cross-sectional area per unit volume of cloud, A p , can be
calculated from the particle size distribution and the particle concentration. 	 J
The appropriate expression is t
2
3CV	ni di	 JCv 1P = 2 ter--- 3 = 2 `d /	 (10)i
ni di	 vs	 4
i
or
2
di	 3Cm 13-^—d.	 2p	 dvs1 (11)
3Cm n 
p	 2p	 n.i
where C  and Cm are the volume and mass concentrations, respectively; n 
the number of particles counted with a diameter of d i ; and p the particle
density. The mean volume-surface diameter, d vs , should be used when the
particle cross-sectional area or the surface area of a given volume of
particles is concerned. (29)
F.	 Theoretical predictions
Particles suspended in air reduce the intensity of a radiant beam in
the direztion of propagation of the beam just as do absorbing gases. The
reduction along the direction of travel is expressed by Beer's law
IS = 1  a-kS	 (12)
where IS
 is the intensity of the radiation after a beam of intensity TO
penetrates a distance S into the particle cloud, and k the extinction
coefficient.
Equatijn 12 can also be expressed in terms of the true projected area
of particles per unit volume of cloud, A as
-EA S
IS = IO e p	 (13)
where E is the area efficiency factor for particles.
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If the gaseous medium is transparent, the reduction of the intensity of
a radiant beam is due wholly to absorption and scattering by the particles.
Most of the scattered ,radiation travels in the forward direction, and all of
the scattered radiation is subject to further absorption and scattering by
the particles which it encounters. Therefore, when radiant heat transfer is
of major consideration, the radiant energy actually removed by particles is
only that absorbed by particles during the transfer process. The radiation
scattered by particles may be altered from one path into others, but it
does not :;onvert into thermal energy until it is absorbed by particles.
Based on probability considerations, the amount of energy absorbed from the
beam by a cloud can be approximated by
-A S
Ia = ID [1 - e p ]	 (14)
Equation 14 is applicable when the particles are black or nearly black.
The conduit through which the particle clouds passed was small in com-
parison to the radiation enclosure. The intensity of radiation falling on
the conduit was therefore essentially constant. The rate of radiant heat
transfer to the particle; cloud, qa, can be written as
:Si m
^2 `pd
qa = q  11 - e	 vs ]	 (15)
where S is the mean beam length. When the value of C m/(pdvs ) is small,
Equation 15 can be expressed as
JF
j
f
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C	
l\pdvs (16)
where q  is the radiant heat flux passing through the conduit wall; it was
2+00 Btu/hr in these experiments.
Methods for estimating the mean beam length for certain geometries are
available in the 3_iterature. (30,31)
 The rate of radiant heat transfer can
"be readily evaluated by Equation 15 once the mean beam length is available.
Unfortunately, the mean beam length for this experiment was too complex to
be obtained theoreticall ,r. It was determined zxperimentally.
G. Discussion of results
Three or more independent tests were made for each condition and an
average result was calculated. Figure 15 shows the rate of radiant heat
transfer to particle clouds of constant mass concentration as a function of
the mean volume-surface particij diameter. Theee diameters were calculated
from microscopic measurements of many particles.
The smoothed experimental data are plotted as a function of Cm/(pdvs)
in Figure 16. When the value of Cm /(pd 
vs
)
 was small, the rate of transfer
followed a straight line as predicted by Equation 16. The value of S as
obtained from the slope of this straight lane was found to be 0.053 ft.
Inserting this value for S into Equation 15 then permitted the rate of
radiant heat transfer to the particle cloud to be evaluated for larger
values of Cm/(pd,rs ) .
The results show that Equation 15 agrees very well with the experimental
data as presented in both Figures 15 and 16. Equation 16 agrees well only
when the values of Cm/(pdVS) are small as indicated by Figure 16.
r
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The results of this study show that the absorption coefficient of black
or nearly black particle clouds can be calculated from particle size dis-
tribution and concentration data. The rate of radiant heat transfer to
particle clouds can then be estimated theoretically when proper consideration
is given to the geometry of the system.
--	
_ -.	 I
VI. CONSIDERATION OF PARTICLE REFLECTIVITY
IN RADIANT HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS
The rate of absorption of radiation by black particles suspended in gas
is directly related to the optical density of the cloud, kA, where k is the
extinction coefficient and A the thickness of the cloud. The rate of
absorption is linearly proportional to the values of optical density when
they are small. Absorption follows the relationship (l - e-kA) as the
optical density increases; it is unity when the optical density is infinity.
In engineering problems, nearly black particles can be treated as black
particles but the calculated rate should be multiplied by the absorption
coefficient of the particle material. The absorption of the reflected
radiation is small and negligible in this case. The problem becomes very
complicated when materials are reflective in nature such as are some
reflective metal particles and small droplets. Since analytical solutions are
not available, a general discussion of absorption characteristics is given
fir .'
A. Absorption characteristics of reflective particle clouds
Scattered radiation is not considered to be an important factor for
black particle systems because there is no reflection, and the refracted
and defracted radiation is usup lly concentrated in a small solid angle in
the forward direction which means it needs not be separated from the trans-
mitted radiation. When a radiant beam penetrates a cloud of reflective
particles, however, the scattered radiation (including reflection, refraction,
and defraction) plays an important roll in radiant heat transfer problems.
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Assume a parallel radiant beam of uniform intensity is incident on a
cloud of reflective particles as shown in Figure 17. The system under
discussion here is the cylinder of length L and diameter D, which represents
the path of the primary beam in the cloud. The term q  is the radiant energy
incident on one end of the cylinder and q t
 the transmitted energy from the
other end. The sum of the radiant energy scattered from the cylindrical
wall is designated as q s ; the portion reflected back from the end as qr;
and the portion absorbed by the cloud as q .
a
The energy balance equation is expressed by
q  = q  + q t + q  + q 	 (17)
All the terms in Equation 17 are functions of mass concentration C m; particle
density p; particle size distribution or mean volume
-surface diameter dvs;
thickness of the particle cloud L; and the particle reflectivity p ,
p
absorptivity a, and emissivity e.
The rate of radiant absorption for black particles may be approximately
expressed by
C
qab = qo {1 - expC- 2L adm ))	 (18)
vs
as derivec. in Section V. For reflective particles, the radiant; energy
absorbed by the particle cloud q  includes the portion absorbed from the
original radiation q ao and from the scattered radiation q as , the result being
expressed by
qa = qao + qas	 (19)
r
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where qao can be approximated by
C
of	 3L =l1
qao = qo 
{1 - exec
-'72%W /Jj
vs
120)
The absorption rate relating to qas is a strong function of the particle
reflectivity p
P
 but it also depends on other properties of the cloud. The
quantity qao is a function of LCm/pdvs as shown in Equation 20, but qas
depends on L and Cm/pdvs separately instead of just the product of them. If
the product of L and CM/pdvs is kept constant, the quantity qas would
approach zero as L approaches zero. The value of q as will gradually increase
as L increases unt i l- it reaches a maximum value and then it will decrease as
L further increases. This can be seen clearly if it is assumed that the
particles are packed into a thin cake and stop all the radiation. The value
of q  in this case is about aqo for fine particles, and q as is nearly zero
if the surface of the cake is considered to be smooth relative to the wave-
length of the radiatior. When the powder is dispersed in the direction of
the radiant beam, particles begin to absorb additional radiation from the
scattering of other particles. The concentration of particles decreases as
the depth of the particle cloud increases. And last, a great portion of the
scattered radiation is lost to the side and the portion which is absorbed
by widely separated particles becomes less and less as 7• is further increased.
The cross-sectional area A of the parallel radiant beam does not affect
the absorption efficiency y which is the ratio of ga/go for black particles.
However, y is affected by A for reflective particles. The quantities of q
as
and q  are functions of A. The quentity q as increases and q  decreases as A
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increases. These phenomena arise because the mean beam length for the
scattered radiation is greater for a beam with a greater cross-sectional
area than for one with a smallor area.
B.	 Estimation of the rate of radiant i. '-zat transfer
The general characteristics of a cloud of reflective particles were
discussed in the+receding section. That information may be employed in
estimating radiant heat transfer rates in practical engineering problems.
The following is an example of such a problem.
First, it is assumed that a solution for a cloud of black particles is
already available. If the mean beam length is known, the rate of absorption
for black particles is expressed by
_	 o p
qab qo C1 - e	 ) (21)
where q  is the total radiation input rate, So the mean beam length of the
original radiation (no reflection and refraction in this case), and A  the
total projected area of particles per unit volume of cloud.
A proposed equation for reflective particles is
qar qao + qal + qa2 + qa3 + - .
	 (22)
where qao' qal' qa2' qa3' • • • are the rattzi of absorption. from the original
radiation, for first, second, third,
	 ., etc., scattering, respectively.
Let Sl , S2 , S3 ,	 ., be the mean beam paths of the scattered radiation of
the respective scattering steps.. Then the rates of absorption can be written
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-U A
qao = OJgo(1-e ° p)	 (23)
((,
	 -S A
	 -S A
gal = otppgo\1-e ° p)(1-e 1 p)	 (24)
2	 -SoA X-S1A l 	-S2A
gat - app qo(1-e	 p1-e	 p)(1-e	 p)	 (^5)
-SA
	
-S A	 -S A
	 -S A
qa? = alp p3go(l e ° p)(1-e 1 p)(1-e
 2 p)(1-e 3 p)	 (26)
where a is the absorptivity and pp the reflectivity of the particle materials.
Substituting Equations 23, 24 9
 25, and 26 into 22 gives
gar = at 11 + pp(1-e -S1A p) + pp 2(l -e -sjA p)(1-e 
-S2Ap)
-S A
	
-S A	 -S A
+ p
3(1 _e1 p)(1-e 2 p)(1-e 3 p) + .
	
.] gab
arr gab	 (^7)
where the coefficient a,r is expressed as
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at
r	 L
= or 1+ pp\ 1-e-S1-4p J + p p \2r 1-a-
S
	
1-e-S2 P
--slA	 -S2Ap
+ pp 
3 
^1-e	 p^C1-e	 )(1-e + .	 .^	 (28)
From the nature of the coefficient otr) it is appropriate to call it the
absorptivity of the suspended particles. The absorptivity of the suspended
particles i's  a function of the absorptivity and reflectivity of the particle
material, the mean beam lengths of the scattered radiation, and the particle
projected area per unit volume. All but the mean beam length of the
scattered radiation have been previously discussed.
Mean beam lengths mainl y
 depend on the particle projected area per unit
volume and the system geometry. In general, the mean beam length is direcclZr
proportional to the size of the system and inversely proportional to the
particle projected area per unit volume. When the system is large and the
particle concentration is high, the mean beam length depends solely on
particle concentration. The mean beam length of the original radiation So
can be estimated from information available in the literature. (30,31) The
evaluation of the mean beam lengths of the scattered radiation is very much
involved. Their values may be assumed to be one half of So if —SOAP is small.
Caution must be exercised in evaluating the rate of radiant heat
transfer to reflective particle clouds from the equations derived in this
section. The analysis given here is more or less phenomenological rather
than quantitative. Difficulty is to be expected in evaluating mean beam
lengths. The mean beam length defined by Equation 21 may have a different
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value from that calculated by integration procedures when the radiant source
cannot be represented by a single value qo . The value of the mean beam
length may be assumed to be constant whet^ the particle concentration does
not vary greatly.
C.	 Experimental investigation on reflective particle clouds
Reflective particles usually are metal particles and liquid droplets.
Zinc particles were chosen here because of their high reflectivity and the
fact that they could be made to have a spherical shape. The cross-sectional
area can be acciir°tely calculated from size distribution data. The surface
was smoothed and polished by extended circulation abut a system. The
particles should have the absorptivity and reflectivity fo g the pure
material, mean values for commercial zinc 99.1% pure with polished surfaces
being 0.05 and 0 .95, respectively. Experimental apparatus and operation
procedures are the same as described in Section V.
Gas-suspended small particles of high thermal conductivity flowing
through a hot conduit increase the convective heat transfer above that for
the gas alone. This correction was neglected in the analysis of Section V
j
because the particles used there were relatively large and had low thermal
conductivity. The actual convective heat transfer rate to a cloud of zinc
particles must include the additional quantity caused by the presence of
particles to the rate for gas alone.
Results relating the Nusselt number to particle loading ( the ratio of
the mass flow rate of particles to the mass flow rate of gas) as derived
from Tien (32)
 and Farber and Morley (33) are given in Figure 18. Data were
available down to a Reynolds number of 13,500, but the aerosol systems in
this investigation had a Reynolds number of 10,000. From generalized curves,
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however, the data could be extrapolated with acceptable accuracy to the
required Reynolds number for aerosols with solids-to-gas weight ratios
less than 1.5.
The rate of convective heat transfer to particle-free air and to a
particle cloud may be described, respectively, by
(q c )a = haw (tw - 4'a)mean
	 (29)
and
(9 c )p = hpw (tw - tp )mean
	 (30)
wiiere h is the heat transfer coefficient, t the temperature, and 
w 
the
inside surface area of the conduit. The subscripts a, p, and w indicate
a property of air, particle cloud, and wall, respectively. The ratio of
these two equations is
(qc) _ h w(tw t )mean
` ) h Awtw-t) (31)
During heat-..-.,3, to
 was never different from t  by more than 1O oF and in
many cases 50F. The wall temperature, while not measured, was probably
reduced slightly because of the increase in heat transfer. It was assumed
that the mean temperatures were very nearly equal and the heat transfer
with and without particles was essentially determined by
(9c
 ) _ -2
9	 ha
(32)
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The ratio of heat transfer coefficients was numerically equal to the ratio
of Nusselt numbers given in Figure 18. Since (q c )a
 was found by experiment
to be 7.8 Btu/min, (q c )p
 could be estimated.
The rate of radiant heat transfer to a particle cloud thus can be
evaluated by
qar = q  - (q c )a - [( q c )p - (q dal (33)
whereqT
 is the total heat transfer rate to the particle cloud, (q c )a the
convective heat transfer rate to particle-free air, and [(q
	
(q- c )a] the
additional convective heat transfer due to the presence of particles.
D.	 Discussion of results
The experimental results for zinc particle clouds were evaluated using
Equation 33; they are presented in Figure 19. The absorptivity of the
suspended particles was calculated by
a = qar	 (34)
r qab
where qab may be calculated by Equations 11 and 15 in Section V. At least
three independent tests were made for each condition; mean values are
presented in Figure 20. The dotted line shown in the figure was calculated
by Equation 28 by assuming all the mean beam lengths of the reflective
radiation equal to 0.006 ft which is about the length of cloud (A = 59 ft-1)
when half of the radiation was absorbed. The small discrepancy between the
calculated experimental values and the theoretically predicted values is
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probably attributed to the approximation of mean beam lengths and experimental
errors. Results are in good agreement generally.
i
VII. THEORETICAL .ANALYSIS OF RADIANT HEAT TRANSFER
IN HIGH TEMPERATURE CONDUITS
The rate of heat transfer to a particle cloud in a radiant field of
known flux has been discussed in previous sections. The dependence of the
rate of radiant heat transfer on particle properties has been the major
concern. 
(34) 
In this section, both the characteristics of the emitting wall
and the absorbing medium are considered. Sometimes the term "aerosol" is
used in place of particle cloud to indicate that the gaseous medium may
also be absorbing. A cylindrical geometry is chosen in the analysis
primarily because of its simplicity as well as being generally applicable to
high-temperature technology. Most equations with the exception of the
integral ones can be easily adapted or directly applied to systems other
than cylindrical ones provided their cross-sectional areas are uniform.
The term "gray body" is used to refer to surfaces that emit and reflect
diffusely.
A.	 Statement of the problem
The general treatment of radiant heat transfer from an emitting wall to
a gas containing particles involves, separately, the energies absorbed by
the carrier gas and by the suspended particles. The combination of these two
factors is termed here the radiant heat transfer to the aerosol. Therefore,
the absorption coefficient k represents the total absorption coefficient of
the aerosol. In the case of an absorbing gas free of particles, k is the
absorption coefficient of the absorbing gas alone. In the case of a non-
absorbing -as containing absorbing particles, k is the absorption coefficient
of the particles. The view factor F is defined as the fraction of energy
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emitted from a black surface and received by the aerosol. For gray surfaces,
f is employed as the view factor. Due to the fact that infinite reflections
occur in a gray-surface system, f is always larger than F for systems of the
same geometry. It is to be noted that the view factors represent only the
fraction of the emitted energy incident on a surface or absorbed by the aerosol.
They are dimensionless and do not show by any means the magnitude of the 	 r
actual heat transfer.
B. View factors for black body systems
In general, the radiant transfer of heat from an isothermal black surface
of area 
w 
to an aerosol nearby or flowing over the surface can be expressed
as
qw-*a w wa T 4	 (35)^
where the subscript w denotes the wall surface and a the aerosol.
If the absorption coefficient of the aerosol, k, is assumed constant,
the view factor from wall to the aerosol 
wa 
can be written for a, cylin-
drical system as
	 I
1	 e-kS cos 0  cos 0 
wa - 7TA fAa J A	 2	 `^ d a	 (36)
w 
	
w	 S
where S is the distance between an emitting surface element and a receiving
differential volume of aerosol. The angles between the direction of the
radiation and the normal direction to the surfaces of the wall and the
aerosol are, respectively, 0w and 0 a . The quantities of Equation 36 can be
expressed by the coordinates shown in Figure 21 as:
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(37)cos sa dAa = k dVa = kr dr dxa d8
dA= R dT dxa	 w
cos 8 = -	 R - r cos `YW	 [ ( xW - xa ) 2 + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cos T]1 2
(33)
(39)
!),^,d
S = ^(xW - xa )2 + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cn Y- 1/2
	 (4o)
E- 11
	Equa,-I	 ?6 becomes
-,-.p ,-_r-Za w
	 r(R - r cos ^')
- -	 I	 ^	 ---	 ^	
2 7 3 ,12
—J 0	
_(x -x ) +R +r' '
 -rt3r cc^ sw	 a,
- Z- (x - xa )2 + R2 + r2 - 2RY -os '^']112} dxT,, dxa d'Y dr d-G (^'
If the absorbing aerosol is completely within the cylinder, then L a = w = L.
Thus Equation 41 becomes
_ 
k	
rrf-^	rR - rcosTwa ! nL 0 0
	 0 [ (x 
w	 a
- x )2 + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cos T]3/2
• expf-k[(x
   - xa )2 + R2 + r` - 2Rr cos T] 1/2 d w dxa
 dT dr (42)
S
where L and R are the length and radius of the cylindrical system, respec-
The integrations against x  and x  were performed analytically by means
of a series expansion of the exponential term. The subsequent integrations
for T and r were performed numerically by use of closed-form, Newton-Cotes,
quadrature formulae. (15)
 The results for aerosols of various absorption
parameters, kR, are presented in Figure 22 as a function of the length-to-
radius . , ,tio, L/R. The radiant heat transfer rate can be easily evaluated
by inserting the value read from the figure into Equation 35.
C. View factors for gray body systems
Classical radiant heat transfer problems assume black-body behavior. In
general, systems existing in practice are very seldom black. Analysis of a
non-black-body system is complex, but an approximate result can be obtained
relatively easily provided assumptions are made. If a system can be assumed
to have surfaces that are perfectly diffuse emitters and reflectors, the
analysis can be much simplified. A surface usually can be assumed to be
diffuse if it is relatively rough compared to the wavelength of the incident
radiation. This means that all surfaces will behave more diffusely when the
incident radiation comes from a higher temperature source with the same
emitting property.
In a black-surface, cylindrical system, that portion of the radia Aon
passing through the aerosol and reaching the wall of the cylinder is absorbed
completely by the wall. But in a gray-wall system, the portion reaching the
wall is partially absorbed and partially reflected. The reflected energy is
available for further absorption by the aerosol. This infinitely continuing
process adds to the absorption as more reflection occurs. If fa is assumed
to be the view factor for the gray-surface system which includes the initial
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view factor and the view factors of the continuing process of reflection,
then the radiant heat transfer from the wall to the aerosol can be expressed
as
qw-,a w fwa s Q 
w4
	
(43)
where e is the total emissivity of the wall surface. The view factor wa
can be expressed by an infinite series as
2
w 
_
a Fla * pw Flw Fla pw Flw F2w r 3a
+ pw3 Flw F 2 F 3 F 
4 + 60000000	 (44)
where p  is the reflectivity of the wall. surface. The view factors, Fla'
Fla , F3a ,	 ., represent, respectively, the fractions of the radiant energy
leaving the wall that are intercepted by the aerosol in the first pass,
second pass, third pass, etc. The view factors Flw , F2w, F3w' . . .,
represent the fraction of radiant energy leaving the wall that pass through
the aerosol and are incident again on the wall during the first pass, second
pass, third pass, etc.
A gray.surface is assumed to be a perfectly diffuse emitter and reflector.
Thus it may be assumed that
Fla = F2a = F3a =	 = 
wa
	 (45)
and
Flw = F2w = F3w =	 F
	 (46)
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Equation 44 now can be reduced to
wa wa[ 1 + pw Fww + 
pw2 Pw ,'^ +
	
, j	 (47)
The value of pw Fww is always less than unity. Thus the expression for wa
can be further simplified to
F
wa	 (4£3 )
wa
il-PwFww 
Substituting 
wa into Equation 43 gives
C wa l T 4
	
9w- a ^w \1 - p F /
	 w
	 (49)
w ww
The values 
ofwa, are shown in Figure 22 for various systems. To
evaluate F, the following expression
ww
F	 = = r (^	 (e-k3 / ` cos awl 
cos O
wl) dA dAwlw2 ^tA J	 d AA. \	 2	 / wl w2	 (50 )w '^'w2. -awl	 S
may be employed, where the quantities in terms of the coordinates are:
	
^mil = R dA d wl	 (51)
	
AW2 = R dT ca w2
	
(50
S = [ ( wl w2 ).1 + 2R2 - 2R2
 cos y3112 
	 (53 )
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cos
	 = cos	
_	 R 1 - cos 7
w1	 w2 
1(4.1 - xw2 + 2R 72R7 cos 
TI1 2
and
(54)
Since the emitter and the receiver are the same cylinder, wl = w2 = L.
Equation 50 thus becomes
F - R3fTT,..2rr
T-- (1 - cos 'Y 
)2
ww	 2	 i2rr L 0 0  	 [ (x 
W1 - w2 )2 + 2R2 - 2R2 cos T]
• exp{-k[ (x
wl - w2 )2 + 2R2 - 2R2 cos 
y]1/21 d wl dxw2 d`Y d® (55)
or
R3	 CosF 
ww rrL 0 0 0 [ (xwl xw2 )2 + 21 - 2R2 cos Y']2
•exp{-k[( wl - xw2)2 + 2R2 - 2R2 cos y]1/2I dxwl d w2 dT
	 (56)
The value of F w can be obtained similarly as stated for wa except one
less integral term is involved than for wa because of the constant radius R.
Hoffman and Gauvin (8)
 obtained solutions for cylinders of length equal to one,
two, and three times that of the diameter. Their results are modified and
are presented in Figure 23 with interpolation and extrapolation added.
The viFw factors calculated by Equation 4$ are nearly exact for
relatively dense aerosols. For systems of dilute aerosols, very small errors
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are to be expected for short (length less than radius) or long (length
1
greater than five times radius) cylinders. 	 This resul`s from the nearly
a
uniform irradiation within short cylinders and the neglig!,ble end effects
for long cylinders.	 For intermediate cylinders, the center 'portion receives
S
more radiant energy per unit area than each of the end portions.
	 For
'z
a
example, the center portion of a cylinder having a length equal to three
times the radius receives about three per cent more of the emitted ractant
energy than each of the end portions receives if the absorption parameter,
kR, is assumed to be 0.1.
	 An error analysis with considerat;.on of this
uneven irradiation for a surface of reflectivity of 0.5 was performed, and
the final result showed no significant difference from that obtained by
Equation 4$ in which the assumption of uniform irradiation was made.
Apparently, the increase in absorption due to uneven irradiation is very
small.
If the temperature and size of a conduit is fixed, the rate of related
radiant heat transfer to the same absorbing medium within it 3s proportional
to the emissivity of the conduit wall.
	 To show this relation, it may be
written that
qs = 6 qb	 (57) t
where q  is the rate of radiant heat transfer of a gray wall conduit
emisOi ;4.ty a and q  of a black wall conduit. The coefficient 6 can
expressed by
e6 
l - pw ww
The values of Frw for cylinders can be obtained from Figure 23.
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The coefficient 6 may be called the apparent emissivity of the wall
because it is the ratio of the total radiant energy leaving the gray
conduit wall per unit time (including emitted and reflected radiation) to
that if the wall is black. The values of 6 for a cylindrical conduit
(L/R = 1) are shown in Figure 24 with the wall emissivity as parameter.
The rate of radiant heat transfer from the cylindrical conduit to the
absorbing medium within it can be evaluated by
qs = , )rTRL 6 F ,a a T ^4
	
(59)
where 6 is the value obtained from Figure 24 by She correspondent emissivity
curve .
The absorption efficiency y, which is defined as the portion of the
emitted radiation absorbed by the aerosol, of a cylindrical conduit
(L/R = 1) is shown in Figure 25 with reflec^ivity p  as parameter. The rate
of radiant heat transfer in this case (non-black conduit) is calculated by
q p = 'Y qe	 (60)
where q  is the radiant energy emitted from the conduit wall per unit time
and is 2TrRLeaT 14 . For black conduit, y= F Ja . The values of y for
reflective surfaces approach it for black surfaces when the value of kR is
large because the radiation is absorbed by the aerosol and the amount that
reaches the wall is very small.
Even though the absorption efficiency of a reflective conduit is
higher than a black or less reflective one, the rate of radiant heat
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transfer is always lower if the conduit wall temperature is the same. It
must be remembered that higher absorption efficiency means the higher rate
of radiant neat transfer only if the radiant heat flux is constant. For
example, if conduit temperature is constant and at equilibrium, i.e.,
s = a and s = 1 - pw , a cylindrical conduit (L/R = 1) with Emissivity of
0.5 will emit at a rate of 50 per cent of that of a black conduit but the
rate of radiant heat transfer is 57 per cent when kR is 0.5. If the rate
of the radiation emitted from the conduit is fixed at 100 Btu/min the rate
of radiant heat transfer to the absorbing medium (kR = 0.5) within the
conduit is about 38 Btu/min for a black conduit and 43 Btu/min for a conduit
having a reflectivity of 0.5.
D. View factors for specular-reflection systems
Specular reflection refers to the process in which the angle of
reflection equals the angle of incidence but with reduced intensity. Many
smooth metal surfaces reflect specularly. Whether or not a surface JA
optically smooth depends on the wavelengths of the incident radiation
Some surfaces that appear rough to the eye may be considered smooth f
long wavelength radiation. So the justification of specular reflecti
depends on the wavelength of the incident radiation and the relative
roughness of the receiving surface. It has been stated (35,36) that a
surface may be nearly a diffuse emitter even if it is a specular refl
Here, it has been assumed. that the surfaces of the cylinders are perf
diffuse emitters and specular reflectors.
The ,view factors for a specular-reflection system are very diffi
to evaluate analytically. The situation is unlike a diffuse-reflecti
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surface for which the view factors of each reflection pass can be assumed
to be as given by Equations 45 and 46. For a cylinder of infinite length,
however, the solution will be the same as for a diffuse -reflection surface.
It can be shown by an analysis using an arbitrarily chosen beam of initial
intensity 1  that the total absorption by the aerosol for this beam is
expressed by
qi = i o (1 - e -kS ) + p  10e
-kS(1 - e -kS ) + p w 2 1
0
e-2kS(1 - e -kS )
 + . . .
0
= io (1 - e-k11 )(1 + P  
a -kS + pw2 a
-2kS + . . .)
_i (1-e-kS 1
o\	 -kS/1-pwe
(tfl )
where S is the distance that the arbitrarily chosen beam travels through the
aerosol until it reaches the wall.
If a beam length, S, is employed, than an overall radiant heat transfer
equation may be written
kSqw-,a =
	 e Q 
w4 ( 1 - e 
_)
	
(62)
1 _ pw a-kS
where the view factor Vwa for a specular-reflection system can be expressed
by
f
f'	 = 1 - e
-kS	 (63)
wa 1	
-kS
p 
e
w
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and
F = e-kS
ww (65)
Actually, this expression is the same as Equation 48 because
Wa = 1 - e-k3
	
(64)
so that
f' = f =	 F wa
wa	 wa 1 - pw, FWW
(66)
Usually, cylinders with lengths greater than ten times their radius can
be safely considered as infinitely long cylinders with even dilute aerosols
in them. For a cylinder having a length equal to its diameter (as was the
furnace used in this study) the maximum error will be about 5 per cent for
the experiment with art aerosol having kR = 0.1 if the surface of the furnace
is indeed a perfect specular reflector with a reflectivity of 0.5. In some
practical high temperature systems, the surfaces can either be assumed to
be diffuse or to behave in a manner between specular reflection and diffuse
reflection. Equation 66 is believed to be a good compromise for most
systems of smooth metal surfaces and fairly concentrated aerosols.
E. View factors amon g zones
f
If a cylinder with a black wall is arbitrarily divided into two zones,
say A and B, the view factors for each of the zones to the aerosol in its
zone can be obtained from Figure 22. The view factor from the wall of zone
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be expressed by
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A, wA, to the aerosol in zone B, aB , can be evaluated by the following
equation:
F 	 k f"fA 
L(L
A 	 [(xB
A+L B
	
rR-rcos `Y
w^a	 TTL 
	 2	 2	 2
A B	 A 0 0 0  	 - xA) + R + r - 2Rr cos `Y1
• exp{-k[ (xB - xA )2 + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cos T]1/2I dxB dxA dT dr (67)
where LA and LB
 are the lengths of zones A and B, respectively. Both of the
coordinate variables x  and x  are along the axis of the cylinder as shown in
Fi gure 21.
Similarly, the view factor from the wall of zone B. w B, to the aerosol
in zone A, aA , can be expressed by
F	
_ k Rr2Tr (LA +LB ) (^A	 r R - r cos `Y
w	 n i J
fT
	 JB^'A	 LB 0 0 ,q	 0 [ (xB - ;:A )2 + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cos T77
• exp l-k[ (xB - xA )2 + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cos T1 1/21 dxA dxB d`Y dr (68)
If two zones are separated by a third zone, an equation with some
modification is needed. In Figure 26, for example, zones A and C are
separated by zone B. The view factors from the wall of zone A to the
aerosol in zone C and from the wall of zone C to the aerosol in zone A can
A	 B
LA
LAB
A	 B	 C
L 	
_ LC
LABC
Figure 26. Radiant Heat Transfer Between Zones.
i
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LA" (LA+LB+LC )	 r R - r cos `Y
FwA"C ;LA J11 j 0 0( L ALB	 C	 A A+LB) 	[ (x - x ) + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cos T3
-exp{-k[ (xC - x A ) 2 + R2	r2 - 2Rr cos Y3 1/2 1  dxC dxA dY dr (69)
and
F
	
:=k (^ r2T " (LA+LB+LC ) A	 r R - r cos `Y
n	 J .1	 ^	 2-*a	 2	 2C A
	
LC 0 0 ( LA +LB )	 0 [ ( xC - xA ) + R + r - 2Rr cos `Y ] 3 2.
•exp{-k[(xC - xA ) 2 + R2 + r2 - 2Rr cos Y] 1/21 dxA dxC d'Y dr (70)
respectively.
By examining Equations 67 and 68, 69, and 70, the following relation-
ships are obtained:
	
AB wi A = AA WC B
	
(71)
and
AC wC_.aA = AA wA7aC
	 (72)
The lengths of zones A,	 A, and C vary with each system. If LB = aBLA
and LC = CVCLA, it follows that LA+LB = ( 1-c&B )LA and LA+LB+LC = 
( 1+'YB-'aC)LA'
Then the view factors can be evaluated for various values of L A , atB , and otC.
This procedure is complicated and also incomplete due to the limited values
1
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	of LA selected. A method has been developed to obtain the view factors by
	 -
using a simple equation.
For two adjacent cylinders, let LAB = LA+LB. Then the relationship
between the view factors can be expressed as
(AF )	 = (AF ) + (AF ) + A F
	 + ABF	 (73)wa LAB	 wa LA	 wa LB A wA-'B	 wB aA
From Equations 71 and 73, there is obtained
AA w -+a	 w -•a,
	
1/2 
wa )L	 (A wa )L	 ( a )L J (74)A B	 B A	 AB	 A	 B
or
LALwA -•aB = LB w B -raA 1/2CLAB(	 wa)LAB LA(wa )LA LB ( w Ba)L ] (75)
The view factors wa
 for various length-to-radius ratios are available
in Figure 22.
If two zones of interest, such as A and C in Figure 26, are not adjacent,
the relationship between the view factors can be expressed by
LA w -*.0 = LA w -^,	 LA w -^,	 (76)A	 A BC	 A B
F
where a
BC represents the aerosol in adjacent zones B and C and can be con-
sidered to be a single zone of length LBC . Equation 76 may be reduced to
wA7'C wA7aBC wA aB (77)
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The values of F
	
and F
	
can be evaluated by Equation 74. Similarly,
WA-*OBC 	 WA" B
there is obtained
wC_*aA wC-•aAB 
w""aB
	 (78)
For gray-wall systems, the view factors for gray walls are used in the
above equations. The values of view factors can be obtained from
LA wA-*aB = LB w B - ►aA ` 1/21LLAB( w ABa)L	 LA( w A	 B -a )L	 LB(lwa)L 1 (79)
If Equation 79 is written in energy terms, it becomes
qw A 7aB = 2rrRLA wAaB c Qw 4
	 (80)
The quantity, q, includes the radiation emitted and reflected from the
WA.-
►aB
wall of section A and absorbed directly by the aerosol in section B plus
that portion of absorbed energy reflected by the wall of section B but
originally emitted and reflected from the wall of section A. In other words,
the quantity 
qwA7aB 
represents the additional portion of absorption due to
the presence of section A.
In those cases where the absorption coefficient k is not the same in zone
A and zone B, say kA and kB, respectively, the equations discussed above can-
not be applied without modification. The rate of radiant heat transfer
mainly depends on two factors: the rate of radiant energy penetrating the
boundary of the two zones and the absorption efficiency of the receiving
zone with respect to the penetrated radiation. The former is independent
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of tha characteristics of the receiving zone, i.e., the rate of radiant
energy penetrating the boundary will be the same regardless of whether the
receiving zone has the same absorption coefficient or not. The latter
factor is a function of 0, where S is the mean beam length of the radiation
penetrating the receiving zone.
Some view factors are defined as:
F 
-sa 
(kA, kA) = view factor from the wall of zone A to the aerosol in
A B
zone B when both zones have absorption coefficients of
kA
F^a, (kA , kB) = view factor from the wall of zone A to the aerosol inA B
zone B when their absorption coefficients are kA and kB,
respectively
wa(kA)L =	 view factor from the wall of zone A to the aerosol inA
zone A when the absorption coefficient is kA
Fwa (kA )Z_ =	 view factor from the wall of zone B to the aerosol of
zone B when the absorption coefficient is kA
wa(kA)L =	 view factor from the walls of zone A and zone B to the
AB
aerosol in zone A and zone B when the absorption
coefficient is kA
wa (kB ) =	 view factor from the wall of zone B to the aerosol of
zone B when the absorption coefficient is kB
F
ww
(kA )L =	 view factor from the wall of zone A to the wall of
A
zone A when the absorption coefficient is kA.
The rate of radiant heat transfer from the wall of zone A to the aerosol
of zone: B, if the wa?:A. is black and the absorption coefficient is k A in both
zones, can be expressed by
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F	 (k _ k 1 = 1 exp (- BSAB) M
where
(kA^ k
3	
A) (86)
t'
qw 7a = 2rrRLA w
	
(k A9 kA) c
	
4
a B	 A^'B	 a
(81)
where
w	 (kA' kA) 2L [LAB'^a (YL - LA wa(kA)L	 I'B wa(kA)	 (82)
	
A~a'B	 A	 AB	 ^^	 LB
Tha rate of radiant heat transfer from the wall of zone B to the aerosol
of zone A can, similarly, be expressed by
qw 
B A
-4a = 2rrRLB w BAis (kA,k ) Q w 
B 
4	 (83)
where
F -*a (kA, kA )	
-L- [LAB wa(kA)L :. TtiFwW (k^! )L. LB wa (kAJ (84))L_
	
B A	 L'B	 AB	 h	 8
The rate of radiant heal; transfer from the wall of zone A to the aerosol
of zone B, if the absorption coefficients are kA and kB , respectively, can `be
expressed by
>	 J
F	 4gwA-^a,B = 2rrRL A wA-,aB (kA' kB) Q wA (85)
r-^
	
-
The term SAB is the mean beam length of the radiation in zone B which is
emitted from the wall of zone A and penetrates into zone B. Its value is
assumed to be the same for kA and kB since they usually do not differ greatly
from one another. When the values of kASAB are small, Equation 86 can be
simplified to
F(k	 ) _-B F	 (k , k )	 (87)w-*a B A	 kA wA aB A A
If the system consists only of zone A and zone B, the total rate of
radiant heat transfer is the sum of the rates to the aerosol in zone A and
k3	 zone B. Letting w , kA , and T , kB be the wall temperatures and absorptionA	 B
coefficients of zone A and zone B, respectively, the total rate of radiant
heat transfer to the aerosol in the.system can be expressed by
_+	 +	 +	 88fIq ^ 	 ^	 q .^	 )r	 1w a %^A] qw	 w aJ A A 	 A a'B 	  B
where
qw 
a	 2rrRLA wa(kA)L a w 4	 (89)A A	 A A
1 - exp (-kASBA ) 1	 4
qw -+a	 I`B L	 — J %-*a  k'B' kB)w(90)BA	 1- exp (-kBSBA )
	A	 B
ti
1 - exp(-kBSAB )	 4
qw ..*a= 2rrR.LA l
	 — _! w -•a (^•A' kA,)	 w	 (91)A B	 1- exp(-kASAB )	 A B	 A
qw	 = 2TTR wa (kB ) a w 4	 (92 	 )B aB	 LB	 B
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ad on the values of
is the portion of
at the boundary
estimated by
(93)
The values of the mean beam lengths, SAB and SBA , depei
kA , kB , LA , LB, and R. If the quantity of FA..AB (kA), which
radiant energy emitted from the wall of zone A and received
of zone A and zone B is known, then the value of SAB can be
1	 r - a. (kA' A)
SAB = - k ln[1 - --^^—J
A	 A AB A
Similarly,
F -# (kB , kB)W a
SBA = - k ln[1 - F ^--r— ]	 (94)
B	 B-4AB (k 
'r
where FB_,AB (kB ) is the view factor from the wall of zone B to the boundary
of zone A and zone B.
The view factors from the wall of a zone to the boundary adjacent to
another zone can be evaluated by
F-,AB(kA) = 12[1 - F la (kA )L - ww (kA )L	 (95)
A	 A
and	 i
FB_,AB (kB ) = 12[1 - F Ja (kB ) - F Jw(kB)LL^^]
-B
The rates of radiant heat transfer between two zones of different
temperature and absorption.coefficient can be calculated by the equat9
given above. The information obtained will be useful in evaluating tc
transfer at a local area if the local heat transfer coefficient is knc
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All the view factors F^a (kA )LA, F,a (kB ) , and F^a(kA)AB can be obtained
from Figure 22. For example, Fra (kA)L is the value read from curve kAR of
AB
the figure at abscissa LAB/R. The view factors FV (kA )LA , F ^(kB )LB , and
F w (kA)
LAB 
can be obtained from Figure 23. For example, F
ww
(kA )L is the
A
value read from the figure using the curve kAR and the abscissa LA/R.
F. Nonisothermal emission conditions
The view factors for a black wall system and a uniform absorbing
medium have been discussed in Subsection B of this section. If the wall is
not isothermal, the rate of radiant heat transfer cannot be evaluated by a
simple expression as given by Equation 35. The temperature term is not a
constant, thus it cannot be removed from the integ.-al function for the view
factor as was done in Subsection B. The equation for a nonisothermal wall
system when the absorbing medium is still assumed to '" constant may be
written
QkRTr	 TT a w	 e  w4 r (R - r cos `Y )
a	 0 00 0 0 [(- xa ) +R2 +r2w 	 -2Rr cos T]3/2
• exp{-k[ (w-xa j2 + R2 + r2 _ 2Rr cos TI 1/2I dx v dxa dT dr d8 (97)
where the wall temperature w is a flnction of w, T, and 8, and e  is
usually a function of w.
An analytical solution of Equation 97 has to be obtained for each
individual temperature conditions. The integration procedure is very
laborious even when w is only a simple function of xw, Fortunately, the
r
4
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solution can be approximated by the results and analysis presented in
Subsections B, C, and E. The procedure of evaluating the rate of radiant
heat transfer from a nonisothermal cylindrical system to an absorbing
medium of constant absorption coefficient is demonstrated below. This
procedure can be used for any conduit of uniform cross-sectional area
provided the view factors for isothermal conditions s,re. available.
The temperature of a high temperature conduit generally varies only
longitudinally at steady state. The conduit may be so divided that each
zone can be assumed isothermal. Of course, the number of zones is dependent
on the temperature distribution. The length of each zone does not have to
a
be identical. Uneven wall temperatures are generally attributed to three
causes. One is that the wall is not evenly heated by the energy source.
One is that the absorbing medium flows into the conduit with a greater
temperature difference at the inlet than thereafter, thus the heat transfer
rates by convection and conduction are different from section to section.
Another possibility is that the radiant energy received by the conduit wall
itself is greater at the middle than at the ends where a large part of
radiation is lost. The temperature of an isothermal zone is uniform by
definition but not exactly so for actual conditions. A mean temperature
could be used for each zone in these cases. The mean temperature of a
cylindrical zone may be evaluated by
zf TT T4 R d8 dL
m _ 0 0	
= 2^- fzfTT
 T4 dA dL
TT
z	
R d6 dL	 z 0 0
0 0
where L  is the length of the zone.
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View factors for a black or a uniform gray body conduit have been
presented in Subsections B and C. The view factors amorg zones discussed
in Subsection E apply to the conditions here because they do not depend on
the wall temperature of the receiving zones except when the optical
properties vary from zone to zone. Optical properties such as emissivity
and reflectivity are functions of temperature and surface conditions.
The value of emissivity of each zone is directly related to the output
rate cf radiant energy from that zone, so it should be used in the calcu-
lation for that zone. The reflectivity is assumed to be the same throughout
the conc.uit so that view factors among zones for gray wall systems can be
used. Errors arising from this assumption are not significant because the
total contribution of the reflective energy from other zones is small
compared to direct radiation. Therefore, an average value of reflectivity
may be used in all the gray body view factor calculations. The emissivity
of each zone is Employed to calculate the energy emitted from its wall.
If a conduit is divided into n isothermal zones, the radiant energy
transferred from the entire conduit wall to an arbitrarily chosen zone j
can be expressed by the sum of the portion from each zone as
qw—aJ = 
gwl.4a^ + qw2
-
4ai + . . . + qw
^-4a^ + . .	 gwn-4a^	 (99)
where qw-"a is the rate of radiant heat transfer from the conduit (which
J
	
consists of all the isothermal zones) to the aerosol in zone j and q
	
is
w -va .
n
the rate from the wall of zone n to the aerosol in zone J.
For black wall systems, the quantities in Equation 99 can be expressed
by
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qw -*a = Aw w -q' Q w 4	 (100)i j	 i i j	 i
where qwl-'a• and w -a are, respectively, the rate of radiant heat transfer
^	 i i
and view factor from the wall of zone i to the aerosol in zone j, and w. andi
w. are, respectively, the area and temperature of the wall of zone i.
i
For gray wall .systems, it may be written that
4
qwl-aJ = 
wl wl-#a^ swi Q Twi
	
101)
where Ewi is the wall emissivity of the zone i. The view factors can be
obtained from Figure 22 or Equations 75 and 77. Thus the total rate of
radiant heat transfer from the wall of all zones to the aerosol of all zones
is
n
qw-#a j =1 qw- #aj E `•^  wq .-*a Ij l i t (102)
G. Approximation for systems of variable absorption coefficient
When an absorbing medium flows through a heated conduit, its temperature
rises as it moves forward. The absorption coefficient of the gaseous medium,
if absorbant, will change according to the gas temperature. Particle con-
centration will be reduced as the carrier gas expands. In this case, an
assumption of constant absorption coefficient is not applicable except when
the conduit is short and a proper average value can be calculated.
Zoning techniques will be employed again. The absorbing medium is
divided into several zones each of which is assumed to be uniform in wall
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temperature and aerosol absorption coefficient. The radiant energy absorbed
by a zone comes mainly from the wall of its own and the walls of neighboring
zones. A practical example is given here in support of this contention.
The length of each zone is chosen as the radius of the cylinder, and the
wall is assumed to be black and isothermal. The aerosol in a zone at the
center of a long conduit absorbs about one half of the total absorption of
that zone from its own wall and about one sixth from each of the adjacent
zones when the average value of kR is 0.01. In this case, only about one
twelfth of the total absorption is from each side of this zone outside
zones immediately adjacent.
Usually an absorption coefficient changes little in a short distance.
Therefore, the ,assumption that neighboring zones have the same absorption
coefficient as the one being calculated is considered acceptable. Calcu-
lations then can be performed by employing the method of the preceding
section. The curve parameter kR from the corresponding value of k in Figure
22 will be used for each zone. For example, if kj
 is the absorption
coefficient of the medium in jth zone, then the k 
i 
R curves will be used to
evaluate all q's in Equation 99. If the absorption coefficient decreases
in the direction of the flow due to thermal expansion of the carrier gas,
then the actual radiant energy transferred to the jth zone from upstream zones
is slightly lower than the calculated value and from downstream zones it
is slightly higher. The errors, apparently both very small, are opposite
and very nearly equal. The calculated results for unit zones b thisY	 ,
1
approach are nearly exact for systems of constant wall-temperature. For
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xsystems of violently changing absorption coefficient, errors, however, are
incurred, but other opposing factors change also and reduce the overall
error. The results are believed to be sufficiently accurate for most
practical calculations.
The radiant energy transferred to the medium before it enters and
after it leaves the heated-wall section can also be evaluated by Equations
80 and 81 for any extension as long as the absorption coefficient is known
and the diameter of the extended sections is the same as the heated one.
A discussion is also presented in Subsection E about variable
absorption coefficients. Equations have been derived for several conditions.
7--r-
VIII. RADIANT HEAT TRANSFER IN A TUNGSTM FURNACE
A. Arrangement of apparatus and general operation
The heat transfer apparatus consisted of the following basic components:
a high output power supply and control, a tungsten -element furnace with a
cylindrical heater, an aerosol generator, a transmissivity-measurement unit,
particle-concentration sampler, thermocouples, and an optical, pyrometer.
A general view of the furnace showing some of its components is given in
Figure 27.
To make a test, the recorder and photometer were first turned on and
allowed to achieve steady-state conditions. The powder was dried in advance
of a test to eliminate moisture. Next, the cooling nitrogen gas and water
were turned on. The nitrogen gas was directed at the neck of the heating
element where failure tended to occur otherwise. Water was used to cool
the furnace ,jacket. A small portion of the nitrogen gas flow was employed
s
to prevent aerosol from entering the photometer slits. The carrier gas,
also nitrogen, was then set at the desired flow rate with a rotameter.
r^
After this flow rate was established, the carrier gas stream was switched
so as to bypass the rotameter to avoid its plugging with aerosol during
the test. The nitrogen gas was allowed to flow for a few minutes to purge
oxygen from the system. The surge tank was also sealed off so that there
would be little oxygen in it at the start.
The main power supply was turned on with a shorting bar placed between
the two electrodes to insure against an initial voltage surge that could
damage the furnace heating element. Then the shorting bar was removed.
The power controller supply was then activated, and the power level was
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brought up slowly until the desired temperature was achieved, a recorder
monitoring the temperature all the while. The temperature measurements
from all thermocouples were plotted on a recorder. When they attained steady
values, the particle feeder was turned on. The aerosol was introduced first
into the surge tank (when the concentration of the particle cloud was not
uniform) and then fed to the furnace. The desired particle concentration
was detected by the photometer and adjustments were made as necessary.
The temperature indications then attained another steady state giving the
data ne ,:essary for heat transfer calculations. The system was shut down
following a procedure that was the reverse of that outlined except that
the cooling system usually was allowed to operate longer to protect the
apparatus.
The aerosol was sampled occasionally and the collection weighed to
maintain a check on .:ie feeder operation. Little or no change was ever
detected unless the feeder was disturbed or a setting changed.
B. Furnace assembly and power supply
The heart of the furnace was the heating element which formed, as
nearly as possible, an isothermal, cylindrical enclosure. Test gases and
particle-gas mixtures were passed through it, and the gain in heat content
was measured. Sheet tungsten 0.005 inch thick was selected as the heating
element. A strip of this tungsten was formed into a cylinder with two
parallel segments of unbent tungsten leading from one side with a 1/8-inch
clearance between them. The parallel segments of the tungsten served as
the power leads. Boron nitride, a very effective electrical insulator up
to refractory temperatures,separated the power leads. Multiple strips of
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tungsten placed in lateral contact with the power leads formed a laminated
electrical conductor that reduced the electrical resistance and prevented
a disproportionate dissipation of electrical energy along this portion of
the circuit.
The cylindrical surface formed by the heating element was extended on
both ends by similar tungsten components. These extensions were mounted on
the central boron nitride insulator that spanned the total length of tha
furnace and served as the principal structural member for securing the
inner tungsten components of the furnace. A 116-inch gap was provided
between the heating element and the extension to confine the electrical
circuit to the heating element only.
Formation of the cylindrical furnace components from flat tungsten
sheet was difficult but critical since the axial alignment and the surface
continuity of the heating element and its longitudinal extensions had to
be preserved. To meet this requirement the properties of metal had to be
considered. A sheet fastened rigidly on one side does not remain cylindrical
once formed. Instead, it becomes elliptical when free of restraining forces,
The desired shape was preserved, however, by stress relief while retained
i
in the desired form by a temporary mechanical structure. In the case
of tungsten, heating to 18000F accomplished stress relief and did not
embrittle the metal, the recrystallization (or embrittlement) temperature
for tungsten being somewhat above 18000F. The boron nitride insulator was
cooled by removing the heat through the power leads to a water-cooled coil
imbedded in the ground-potential electrode.
^q
Both ends of the annular channel between the inner and outer tungsten
$Mry3^Y
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cylinders were sealed by steel caps. The gas or particle clouds could
only flow through the inside of the heating element even though there was
a gap between the heating element and its extensions. The heat transfer
system described up to this point was surrounded by a water-coo?sd enclosure.
The material of this case was copper, since copper has a very high thermal
conductivity and provided very effective heat transmission to the cooling
water. No removal of heat from the furnace would have been preferred, but
the intense heat generated within the apparatus had to be confined. The
addition of more adiabatic radiation shields would have been helpful but
was impractical in view of the already complex assembly. A compromise was
made, therefore, of one tdiab&.ti_, and one isothermal radiation shield.
Excessive heat loss was prevented, nevertheless, by gold plating on the
outer shield to reduce radiation losses. The convection heat losses were
not prohibitively high. A schematic drawing of the arrangement is shown in
Figure 28.
Gas flow into and out of the furnace conduit was through connectors
made of steel since temperatures in this region were relatively low.
Sauereisen cement (servicabl^ up to 30000F) sealed the c:onnactors to the
tungsten conduit. The ends of the connectors were capped. Swagelock
fittings provided for the insertion of thermocouples into the chamber. The
upper conduit connector was water cooled where it passed through the pro-
tective covering of the furnace assembly. Cooling was attained by circia.-
lating water through a channel in the upper sealing ring. The removal of
heat at this point was beyond the test region in the aerosol conduit; its
remc.vil prevented heat dissipation into the aluminum cover.
t
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Figure 28. Diagramatic Representation of the Tungsten Furnace.
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The power supply of the system could d p, iver a single-phase current of
up to 1200 amperes at 480 volts. The input to the furnace was controlled
by a saturable-core reactor, having a capacity of 125 kilowatts. Control
of the reactor was achieved with a solid-state circuit that, at full power,
delivered 6 amperes and 75 volts of saturating direct current. The alter-
nating power level was monitored by a precision ac ammeter and kilowatt
meter. The kilowatt meter allowed the operator to set the power input
precisely at the desired level. By recording the voltage and amperage
levels during a test, the resistance of the furnace under the test condition
could be calculated. These values served to give a check on the furnace
temperatures; an optical pyrometer was employed for this purpose. The
power control panel and a temperature recorder are shown in Figure 29.
Particle cloud generation
A vibration-type generator was used in the early stages of the
investigation. The dispersion from it was very good but the cloud was not
uniform at high concentrations. An aspirator-type generator was built to
solve this problem. The clouds produced from the la %t4
	 unit appeared
uniform to the eyes but fluctuated according to the photometer register.
To overcome this the aerosols were passed through a large surge tank
incorporating a fan. The aerosols emerging from this tank were quite uniform.
When a long period of operation was desired with a varying aerosol con-
centration but other factors held constant, a large capacity generator was
needed. A stirrer-type generator was built for this purpose; it performed
satisfactorily. In some instances the particle clouds produced were so
uniform that the surge tank could be bypassed. This eliminated the
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Figure 29. Power Control and Temperature Recorder.
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reagglomeration of particles while in the tank and also reduced the
possibility of oxygen contamination in the gas which reduced the life of
the furnace.
The details of construction of each particle cloud generator are
described in Chapter III. The performance of the generator depended greatly
on the physical properties and pretreatment of the particles. Nevertheless,
the performance of the generators was found to be different from time to
time, Especially when submicron particles were used, regardless of the
pretreatment
D. Measurements of aerosol properties
The aerosol properties of interest were optical density, or trans-
missivity, and particle load. The former was employed to evaluate the
absorption coefficient of the aerosol and the latter to clarify the degree
of dispersion and the amount of powder required to absorb a specific quantity
of radiant energy.
A Beckman, Model B, spectrophotometer was used initially to measure
the transmissivities of the aerosols. It was difficult to keep the windows
clean in the standard system, however. Accordingly, a fourteen-inch long by
two-inch inside diameter circular section with a rectangular cross-section
midway was installed on the furnace outlet. The lamp and photo cell of the
spectrophotometer were then physically removed and placed in specially fab-
ricated, air-flushed housings at the ends of the extension. A thermocouple
	 I
was installed near the center of light beam passage so that the aerosol
3
temperature could be measured as it passed through the extension. This tem-
perature was employed to obtain the true-absorption coefficient inside the
furnace.
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Two methods have been employed to evaluate the particle concentration
of the aerosols. One utilized Greenberg.-Smith impingers as collectors and a
calibrated centrifugal suction pump. Another employed thimble filters instead
of the impingers. Samples were taken from the gas stream only when ste,,Ody-
state aerosol flow has been established. With the impinger system, a small
em ,_,unt of detergent was added to the water to aid in the wetting and
collection of the particles. The collected matter was recovered by fil-
tering the water through a millipore filter and weighing. With the thimble
filter method, the moisture content of th-a
 filter itself could have been
significant in comparison to the weight of the collected particles. The
filters were dried in an oven at identical temperatures before and after
the sampling to avoid errors due to a weight change of the filters themselves.
E. Temperature measurements
The main sources of error in measuring the temperature of a gas by
means of a thermocouple are (1) the exchange of radiation between the
thermocouple and the surroundings, (2) the rate of heat flow by convection
along the thermocouple from the gas, and (3) the rate of heat flow along
the thermocouple leads by conduction. A protective shield on a thermocouple
reduces the radiation exchange mainly to that between the shield and the
thermocouple. The reduction differs with the geometry and radiation
properties of the system and the shields. Fishenden and Saunders (37)
 and
Bosanquet (38)
 discuss the wall effect in gas temperature measurements with
a thermocouple. McAdams (30)
 also suggested a few methods of calculating the
true gas temperature.
In this study, the measurements of aerosol temperature were made by
installing three sets of two thermocouples each symmetrically about the
heating element, i.e., so that both the thermocouples of each set would
recei.s the same among the radiation from the heating element 4-17 the latter
was heated uniformly. Thus it could be assumed that errors will be
approximately identical for the thermocouples of a set. The thermocouples
were installed at the locations within the furnace as shown in Figure 30.
Initially, the thermocouples were all of chromel-alumel and were not
shielded. Soon it was found that thermocouple No. 5 always failed when the
furnace temperature was raised above 3500oF. Those thermocouples near the
heating element were replaced by platinum-platinum rhodium ones and
shielded by rolled platinum covers. Varlous , shapes of shields were tested;
the most satisfied one was found to be cone-shaped. At the small end of the
cone, a round hole of about 1/8-inch diameter was made. This hole allowed
aerosol to pass the thermocouple but stopped all direct radiation from the
heating element.
Most of the experimental measurements given in this report were made
with thermocouples shielded so as to block more than 80 per cent of the
incident radiation. The shields were made as nearly identical as they could
I
be so that equal temperature errors could be assumed, the difference i
temperature of the aerosol entering and leaving being the major concer
designated on Figure 30, the average value of the difference between t.
couples Nos. 1 and 4, and Nos. 2 and 5 was used as the temperature gai:
the aerosol. These two values were usually very close to one another.
case thermocouple No. 5 failed or was moved to another position, the
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temperature difference between Nos. 1 and 4 alone could be used for the
calculation. Thermocouples Nos. 3 and 6 detected the '&,"st error due to
radiation, so their indications were used to estimate the absolute tempera-
ture of the aerosol in the furnace.
F.	 Radiation properties of the heating element
An examination of the radiant properties of tungsten was made to
support the assumption of angular independence of emissivity and reflectivity.
Fresnel's equations are valid for a smooth and homogeneous surface. The main
factors affecting radiant properties are the index of refraction n and the
absorption coefficient k. The values of n and k for tungsten are 3.47 and
3.26, respective:y (36 ' 39)
 for incident radiation of wavelength 0.5893
micron. The angular reflectivity p(t) is one half the sum of the angular
reflectivities on the plane of incidence and the plane normal to the plane
of incidence with nitrogen gas, for which the index of refraction is one,
being the medium.
The angular reflectivities of tungsten are calculated to be as given on
Figure 31 using values reported by Holl. (39)
 If the general Kirchhoff-law
relationship applies, the angular emissivities of tungsten can be evaluated
with the results being as shown by Figure 32. The values of the monochromatic
emissive power of a tungsten surface and a black surface at 4300OF are
plotted for comparison in Figure 33. The assumptioii of diffuse emission for
a tungsten surfac e: is believed justified on the basis of Figures 31, 32, a-.:3
33. Whether or not a tungsten surface reflects diffusely depends also on
tree roughness of the surface and the property of the incident radiation. As
discussed in Section VIZ, deviatio% from diffuse reflection has far less
influence. on the results than has deviation from diffuse emission.
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The values of total emissivity of tungsten were obtained from the Hand-
book of Chemistry and Physics. There are very little differences between
these values and those reported elsewhere. ()
G. Results and their comparison with theoretical predictions
The total radiant energy emitted from the inside wall of the cylindrical
heating element was calculated by
q e
 = Aw 
E c Tw
4 	 (103)
where Aw
 is the area of the inside surface of the cylindrical wall (= 21TRL).
The value of the total energy emitted from the inside wall q  is shown
as a function of wall temperature Tw on Figure 34. The absorption efficiency
of the aerosol y is defined as the portion of emitted radiation absorbed by
the aerosol. Thus the radiant heat transfer can be calculated by multiplying
the emitted energy of the wall by the absorption efficiency of the aerosol.
Radiant heat-transfer rates were obtained by subtracting the heat-
transfer rates by conduction and convection from the measured overall values.
A blank test, or one with no particles seeded, was made prior to each test
when parti^aes were added. This approach is not quite ideal because the 	
a
temperacure of the gas medium is not exactly the same between unseeded and
seeded gas at a given location inside the furnace. Fortunately, the temperature 	
4
measurements showed that the mean temperature difference between the wall and
a
s
the gas medium was nearly the same in both cases. This is to be expected
because the entrance temperature of the gas was somewhat greater when unseeded
than when setided. due to more radiant energy being transferred beyond the
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limits of the furnace. The results are presented in Figure 35. The
theoretical curves are based, on the assumption that a tungsten surface
behaves like a gray body. The difference between the 35000R and 46000F
curves in Figure 35 is due to the difference in emissivity and reflectivity.
In general, surfaces with lesser emissivities but greater reflectivities
give greater efficiencies but lesser overall radiant-heat-transfer rates.
This is due to the fact that initial radiations emitted from those surfaces
are leas.
Total heat transfer rates at 3670 0R are presented in Figure 36. The
experimental data were cal-ulated directly from the temperature measurements
without corrections for convective heat transfer. The predicted curve
represents the sum of the theoretically predicted radiant heat transfer rate
and the e.:perimentally measured convective heat transfer .rate with particle-
free nitrogen gas. Results showed that the total heat transfer rate was
essentially doubled when pure nitrogen was seeded with carbon black to a
volumetric concentration of only 10 ppm.
Particle clouds of Linde-B alumina (Linde Division, Carbide and Carbon
Chemical Corp.) and tungsten (Fisher Scientific Company) were also tested.
Linde-B alumina powder is white and the diameters of its particles are in
the submicron range. Absorption efficiencies measured for Linde-B were
lower than for carbon black because of its non-black surface. Particle
clouds of Linde-B also contained many agglomerates. The value of the
absorptivity of the material as a flat surface thus cannot be taken as the
absorptivity of the surface of the particles. The absorptivity of Linde-B
particles as revealed by the experimental data given in Figure 37 was about
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0.65. This value was somewhat higher than the value for a flat surface
because the agglomerated particles absorbed the reflected radiation from
themselves. The net radiant energy absorbed by an agglomerated particle
or a particle with rough surface is always higher than a smooth solid sphere
of equivalent diameter except for black particles.
Irregularities were observed when tungsten particles were employed.
The reliability of the data was thus questionable. The surface of the
heating element was usually clean after a test with carbon black clouds, but
a relatively heavy deposit of tungsten particles was found after each test
with a tungsten cloud. As Figure 38(a) shows, the deposit formed only on
the heating element and not on the extensions which were made of the same
material, viz., tungsten. Electric power, which was fed only to the heating
element, apparently created an electric field and caused the deposition.
Figure 38(b) shows three heating elements. The one on the left is new. The
one in the middle was used in tests with carbon black clouds. It was broken
during disassembly of the furnace, but its surface was clean. The one at
the right represents a typical heating element after a test with tungsten.
The deposit could be scraped off easily and no fusion between the particles
and the surface of the element was evident. The deposit altered the
resistance of the heating element and its temperature, however. The emi
property of the surface was also changed. Only the initial temperatures
a test were employed to calculate the data presented in Figure 37. It i
questionable if equilibrium and steady state were achieved, however.
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Figure 38. Deposition of Tungsten Particles on the Tungsten Heating Element.
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IIX. STUDY OF PARTICLE DISAPPEARANCE
IN RADIANT FIELDS
A. Background of the study
If particles are used to seed the propellant in some future gaseous-
core, nuclear rocket, the lifetime and vaporization or sublimation rates of
the particles must be well understood. The particles must not lose their
absorption function before the propellant gas itself reaches a sufficiently
high temperature to become absorbent. If a so-called "window" exists in
the propellant system the vessel wall may be damaged.
Theoret-tally, this rate of disappearance is a very complex problem
involving simultaneously momentum, heat, and mass transfer. Th p heat
transfer rate is the most important and it involves conduction, convection,
and radiation, the latter being of major concern. The properties of the
aerosol mainly involve the concentration and size distribution of the
particles; these factors will vary both radially and longitudinally in a
cylindrical system if the particles are vaporizing or sublimating. It is
expected that a boundary will be formed  within the aerosol on one side of
which there will be no particles.
Williams (41) studied the vaporization of mist by radiation by assuming
uniform radiant energy flux, steady state, and the particles to be nearly
transparent spheres. This analysis provides a good starting place for
this study. Other sources (42'43) utilizing much simplified conditions are
available. No information concerning vaporization and sublimation occuring
in a flowing aerosol has been found in the literature.
/N
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B. Experimental studies and discussion
The purpose of the experimental work was to find out whether or not the
phenomenon of particle disappearance could be investigated in a radiant
field generated by an electrically heated furnace. In order to reduce the
effects by the heat transferred by convection and conduction, the experimental
apparatus was built to avoid direct contact of the aerosol and the hot surface
of the heating element.
The radiant heater, which is shown in Figures 39 and 40 consisted of a
tungsten heating element, an enclosure, a square glass window, and a cooling
system for the enclosure and the window. The heating element was made of a
0.005 inch thick sheet. The element was 3 inches wide by 11 inches long.
It was cut into five strips in such a way that each was connected to others
at only one end. The resistance crossing the heating element thus was
relatively high and the controlling reactor would not be overloaded even
at the maximum power the heating element could withstand. The effective
heating area was 3 inches by 9 inches as shown in Figure 41. The enclosure
was made of brass and the inside was partially gold plated to reduce the
absorption of radiation. It was water-cooled, and rubber 0-rings were used
to steal the top and the window. Several window plates were used; they were
1/8-inch thick pyrex glass and 1/4-inch pyrex and quartz plates. The size
of the window was 4 inches by 10 inches. An air cooling system was built
outside the window to cool both the window as well as the near side of the
rectangular conduit.
The aerosol conduit was made of pyrex glass with a cross-section of
3 inches by 5 inches. The conduit was 2 feet long with aluminum extensions
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Figure 40. Radiant Heater for Particle Disappearance Studies.
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on both ends. The inlet section was 3 Feet long and the outlet section 1
foot. The arrangement of the conduit is shown in Figure 42.
A water aerosol was generated by an ultrasonic nebulizer (DeVilbiss
Model 880). An outside air supply was used so that the concentration and
flow rate of the aerosol could be controlled.
To make a test, the aerosol was introduced intc the conduit first. A
few minutes were usually required to reach a steady flow. Then the
cooing air and water were turned on. The power supply was next turned on
with a shorting bar placed between the two electrodes as insurance against
an initial voltage zurge that could damage the heating element. Then the
shorting bar was removed. The power controller, finally, was activated
until the desired temperature wa,; achieved.
Many tests were made but no significant aerosol disappearance was
detected. The water droplets could be seen to evaporate gradually as they
passed the radiant field but no clear boundary was observed. The temperature
was increased until either the heating element burned out or the window
cracked. The enclosure was operated either under vacuum conditions or
with helium gas at atmospheric pressure. It was found that a window of
1/8-inch pyrex glass performed when the enclosure was filled with helium
gas just as satisfactorily as either the 1/4-inch quartz or pyrex glass
either under vacuum or filled with helium. A clean "particulate-free"
zone never occurred.
The failure of this experiment is mainly attributed to the lack of a
sufficiently intense radiant field and the weak absorption of the fine
water mist. A more intense radiant heater than could be obtained was
/ I
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needed to vaporize such particulates and also more absorbing particulates
could have been used. Black ink, for example, added to the water would
increase the absorption to some degree.
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X. CONCLUDING REI! AM AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate radiant heat
transfer to particle clouds. Many aspects of the problem, both directly
and indirectly involved, were studied. Concluding remarks on each of
these studies are as follows:
1. Particle clouds having uniform density and a specific concentration
are difficult to generate especially when the particle diameter is below
one micron. Four types of cloud generators were designed, construc,ed,
modified, and tested. Main factors to be considered in choosing a cloud
i;-nerator are particle size, density, and surface condition; electrostatic
charge generation; desired cloud properties such as optical density,
particle concentration, and dispersion condition; quantity of cloud
generated per unit time; and the time for generation of the cloud without
a stop for refilling. High pressure is required for good dispersion.
However, the effectiveness of increasing pressure is gradually diminished
as the pressure rises. Complete dispersion of fine particles such as
carbon black has not been accomplished with existing techniques.
2. Carbon black clouds yield the highest extinction coefficient
among all the materials tested at the same volumetric concentration. The
transmi.ssivity of carbon black clouds is essentially independent of the
wavelength of the radiation in the range from 0.4 to 0.65 micron.
3. Equations were derived for the rate of radiant heat transfer to
black-particle clouds in terms of the mean beam length, particle concentration,
particle density, and particle size. Experimental results are in good
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agreement with the theoretical predictions. Systems of reflective pa.•tic?.es
require consideration of the absorption of reflected radiation. A rigorous
analysis was not made.
4. View factors were evaluated for black, cylindrical systems by a
combination of analytical and numerical methods. These results are
presented by figures. Equations were derived for evaluating view factors
for non-black body systems from view factor values of black systems.
5. Equations for view factors among, zones of any size were also
derived. Methods were presented for attacking problems of non-isothermal
emission and variable absorption conditions by employing the basic equations
for view factors among zones. The rate of radiant absorption of any zone
in a conduit thus can be calculated. If the convective heat transfer
coefficient is known, the total heat transfer at any local section of any
size can be predicted.
r 6. A cylindrical tungsten furnace (L = D = 1.5 in.) was constructed
w	 and tested. The maximum temperature achieved was 4900oR. Radiant heat5
transfer measurements to carbon black clouds made with it yielded results
in good agreement with theoretical calculations that assumed the tungsten
A	 surface gray. Irregularity was observed when tungsten particles were used. 	 J
7. Particle disappearance in radiant fields was investigated, but
satisfactory results were not obtained. The tungsten heating element as
employed was not a;ole to generate enough radiant energy to permit obtaining
meaningful results. Either a more intense source of radiation must be
i
formed or the clouds must pass directly over the source to give additional
heat from the convective process.
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SRecommendations for future studies are as follows:
1. View factors should be determined for systems having essentially
the geometry of conceptual nuclear rocket engines by a combination of
analytical and numerical approaches.
2. Back radiation from the aerosol to the surrounding surfaces should
be investigated with respect to the particle properties and tt:e system
geometry.
3. Theoretical solutions should be further checked by experimental
evaluation with emphasis placed on systems of non-uniform emitting
surfaces and absorbing Aiedia. The equations for radiant heat transfer
among zones also need to be confirmed experimentally.
4. Absorption properties of clouds consisting of reflective particles
and translucent droplets should be obtained in case non-black particles are
selected as the seed material and the particles may melt to droplets before
gasification occurs.
5. Further theoretical and experimental investigations should be
undertaken into the generation of well-dispersed particle clouds.
6. A high intensity radiation source is needed for particle gasifi-
cation studies. Theoretical analysis of the gasification of particles in
radiant fields and the effects of gasification on the absorption character-
istics of the seeded gas are also needed.
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